Draft Menu
Beers That Have Been On Tap (Updated 4/23/18)
Appalachian
Brewing Co.

Harrisburg
PA

7.0 A German-style bock beer with personality! Aero-Head bock is semi-sweet with bold

Appalachian
Brewing Co.

Harrisburg
PA

5.2 This flavorful sweet ale has a smooth malt finish balanced against a light hop flavor.

Scottish Ale

Chocolate
Avenue Stout

Appalachian
Brewing Co.

Harrisburg
PA

5.8 Chocolate Avenue Stout is the perfect blend of dry stout enhanced with sweet

Appalachian
Brewing
Company
Appalachian
Brewing
Company

Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania

8.0

Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania

6.9 American style brown ale with shades of natural maple! its deep amber color and

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.4 With Similarities to a Hefeweizen, these southern Germany wheat beers are brewed

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

7.0

Berwick
Brewing Co.
Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.0

Berwick
PA

5.0 This is a Medium to light body stout with light coffee notes and only a slightly dry

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.3 The name gives you a few clues, originating in Ireland the reddish hue from the

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.5 This Märzen / Oktoberfest has a malty nose but is light in body with a subtle malt

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.2 Berwick’s homage to the classic hefe’ with a front end heavy in cloves and classic

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

6.9 With lots of citrusy hops, along with chocolate and roasted malt. Plenty of Porter

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

5.9 Pours golden with a white head. Lots of Belgian yeast notes on the nose and tongue

Berwick
Brewing Co.

Berwick
PA

6.9 Following the more traditional English style winter warmer, much milder than its

Aero-Head
Bock

upfront flavor and a light hoppiness. This dark copper lager is rich and toasty, yet
finishes with a delightful crispness.

Bock

Jolly Scot

Stout

Outta Focus
Double IPA

Trail Blaze
Maple Brown
ale

chocolate. The abundance of roasted barley and chocolate malt provide a deep dark
color and rich robust flavor. The use of subtle hopping allows the chocolate and
espresso flavors to shine.
This double IPA is BIG! It is brewed in the Pacific Northwest style that includes
copious amounts of Pilgrim, Styrian, and Cascade Hops. It is dry hopped with ample
amounts of Simcoe and Cascade hops that will send you into hop nirvana.
smooth roasted caramel flavors from our unique blend of malts, while the addition of
maple offers sweetness and aroma. Balanced with ample hop bitterness.

Brown ale

Dunkelweizen
Dunkelweizen

Berwick IPA
IPA - American

Zwickel Pilsner
Barley Town
Stout

as darker versions (Dunkel means "dark") with deliciously complex malts and a low
balancing bitterness.
This hard hitting IPA starts with a citrus punch, leaning more on the grapefruit side.
The middle is a floral caramel sweetness. then a bitter hit followed by a smooth
bread finish.
Light yellow in color with subtle distant notes of malt and hops, this is an extremely
light and crisp beer good for drinking all day long.
finish, served on nitro for a creamy mouthfeel.

Irish Dry Stout

Nitro
Berwick Irish
Red
American Amber /
Red Ale

Berwick
Oktoberfest

inclusion of a small amount of roasted barley. Malt notes and a light crisp hop
balanced.

finish. Sessionable and easy drinking for the entire fest.

Märzen /
Oktoberfest

Front Street
Wheat

banana notes.

Hefeweizen

Berwick Black
IPA
IPA - Black /
Cascadian Dark Ale

Tillerman’s Tea
Saison

character, chocolate, roast, burnt caramel, but balanced by a moderately bitter and
citrusy hoppiness.

with a hint of tea coming through as well.

Saison / Farmhouse
Ale

Berwick
Winter
Warmer

spiced counterparts, notes of malt carry throughout with a light hop presence.

Pineapple
Mango Wheat

Bluestone
Brewing Co.

Sayre
PA

4.8 A tropical blend that eases the harsh winter season of Northern Pennsylvania and

Bluestone
Brewing Co.

Sayre
PA

4.8 A Light/Medium body beer offers a crisp fruity aroma with a low floral and earthy

Bluestone
Brewing Co.

Sayre
PA

4.8 A Light/Medium body beer offers a crisp fruity aroma with a low floral and earthy

Bluestone
Brewing Co.

Sayre
PA

7.2 Their bestselling experimental seasonal series beer. The first experiment was

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

5.8 A pale ale with malted oats and entirely hopped with Simcoe, Moasic, and Ekuanot

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

7.3

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

6.0

Bullfrog
Brewery
Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

11 From the local brewery known for their love of farmhouse ales and funky sours a

Williamsport
PA

5.5 Fresh, rustic, unfiltered apple cider, fermented with their own house wild yeast

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

6.0 This lightly colored ale has a delicate floral aroma and flavor reminiscent of

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

5.5 A light bodied and crisp dry hopped pale ale steeped with fresh grapefruit.

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

6.0 A light bodied and crisp dry hopped pale ale steeped with fresh Meyer lemons.

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

6.5 West Flanders style red-brown ale fermented with 100% wild yeasts for months, in a

Bullfrog
Brewery

Williamsport
PA

8.0 100% wild fermentation pale malt and unmalted wheat aged in new 900 gallon oak

Bullfrog
Brewery
Collaboration
Broken Axe &
Avenue 209

Williamsport
PA

6.5 From the local brewery known for their love of farmhouse ales. A classic farmhouse

Lock Haven
PA

-0.0- A collaboration project between the Broken Axe Brew House and Lock Haven’s very

provides a citrusy light bodied wheat that is a palette pleaser.

Hefeweizen

One More
Blonde Ale

hop bitterness.

Blonde Ale

One More
Blonde Ale

hop bitterness. In honor of the eagle’s Super bowl win, the crew gave this beer a little
green pride and decided to keep it going for the St. Patty’s festivities.

Blonde Ale

(Green
for St Patty’s)
Blackberry
1537

blackberry - and what a fantastic beer. A fruity ale with the sweetness of
blackberries.

Blonde Ale with
Blackberries

Happiness Pale
Ale
Pale Ale - American

Coffee Stout
Stout

Hopsphyxcitrat
ion Orange

Lupulin powder.
Lupulin powder is the concentrated lupulin of whole-leaf hops containing resins and
aromatic oils. Designed to provide intense hop flavor and aroma.
A burly stout with 12 pounds of freshly roasted, fair trade, organic Fonseca coffee
(dark espresso roast) added directly to the serving tank and cold extracted for 2 days.
The result....INSANITY, oh, and a rich dark ale with an oh so smooth coffee flavor and
zing!
A light bodied and crisp dry hopped pale ale steeped with fresh oranges.

Pale ale

Figgy Pudding
Belgian Quad

Funny
Farmhouse
Cider

Belgian style Quad with loads of black mission figs.
culture. Tart, dry, and quenching.

Cider

Billtown
Blonde
Kölsch/ Blonde Ale

Hopsphyxcitrat
ion Grapefruit

Williamsports first breweries, clean and crisp with just a touch of lingering sweetness
leading to a dry, balanced finish.

Pale ale

Hopsphyxcitrat
ion with Meyer
Lemon
American Pale ale

Jong Bruin
Kriek Vieux
Foudre

900 gallon, oak foudre. Rested on sour cherries

Flanders Red

Old Gold Kriek
Vieux Foudre
2 year aged
Sour/Wild Ale

Sacre Bleu
Farmhouse Ale

Nitro Cold
Brew Coffee
Nitro

foudres for two years. Sublimely sour, wild, earthy, herbal and generously oaked.
Additionally rested on hundreds of pounds of fresh sour cherries - 8% ABV.

ale with a blueberry tartness.

own Avenue 209 Coffee Shop. Josh and the Crew at Avenue 209 put together their
own perfect blend of cold brew coffee and we added our knowledge of infusing
Nitrogen to create this unique nitro cold brew coffee.

Doc G’s
Brewing
Company

DuBois
PA

Doc G’s
Brewing
Company
Doc G’s
Brewing
Company

DuBois
PA

5.0 A hearty red ale packed with bold roasted malt flavor and a slightly hoppy finish.

DuBois
PA

5.0 A variation of the Belgian strong ale originally developed to appeal to European

Doc G’s
Brewing
Company
Doc G’s
Brewing
Company

DuBois
PA

8.0 Definition: Insidious is proceeding in a gradual, subtle way, but with harmful effects!

DuBois
PA

7.3 A Belgian style stout brewed with a combination of American and English hops and

Doc G’s
Brewing
Company

DuBois
PA

6.5 An American IPA named after the 1st tavern opened in DuBois in 1835. Jefferson Line

Doc G’s
Brewing
Company

DuBois
PA

4.8 A German American wheat beer brewed with floral American hops, sweet specialty

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

4.5 This is a malt forward IPA from elk creek with buckwheat.

American Black Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks
Ale

Millheim
PA

6.5 A style of beer some have described as “the beer equivalent of espresso with a lemon

Millheim
PA

6.5 A style of beer some have described as “the beer equivalent of espresso with a lemon

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.7 Proof that all dark beers, like trout, are not equal! Chocolate and caramel malt flavors

Millheim
PA

5.8 This beautifully colored ale strikes an agreeable balance between malt and hops.

Ale

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Penns Valley
Pilsner

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.6

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

7.5 With a foot in both the new and old worlds, this IPA is generously dry-hopped with

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

7.5 The newest addition to the Elk Creek lineup. Their take on a new England IPA, this

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.6 Originally brewed in Cologne, Germany, Kolschs are a top-fermented beer with a

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

7.5

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

4.2

Flap Jacks
Stout - Russian
Imperial

3rd Ward Red
Amber Ale

DuBois Blonde
Golden Ale/Blond
Ale

Insidious
Imperial IPA

Hardwood
Stout
Stout

Jefferson Line
IPA
IPA

Orange
Blossom
Wheat

11.0 Big and bold! This stout is fermented with maple syrup and locally roasted coffee. It
throws flavors of chocolate, caramel, maple and coffee.

Brewed & served proudly in honor of our local volunteer fire fighters.

Pilsner drinkers. A light, smooth, and refreshing ale with a slightly fruity aroma &
flavor and a hint of spice.

six different malts for a symphony of flavors including bitter/sweet chocolate,
roasted coffee, raisin, with a pianissimo of black pepper finish.

IPA is brewed with Gallena & Cascade hops. Don’t fret, friends. You’ll be well armed
after a couple of these!
malts, & finished with sweet orange peel.

Hefeweizen

ECDC IPA
India Pale Ale

twist” Elk Creeks American Black Ale has an assertive roastedness with the malt
characteristic succumbing to the citrus flavor of hops.

Black Ale

American Black Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks
Ale

twist” Elk Creeks American Black Ale has an assertive roastedness with the malt
characteristic succumbing to the citrus flavor of hops.

Black Ale
Nitro

Big Trout Oat
Stout

are at the heart of this very accessible and drinkable brown ale.

Oatmeal Stout
Nitro

Copper Ale

Caramel + toffee notes from the use of more highly kilned malts step up to
complement this beer's assertive hop profile.
A classically brewed pilsner, with medium subtle notes straw in the body. Finishing
with sweet notes and the lightest presents of bittering hops.

Pilsner

Double
Rainbow IPA

English Fuggles, resulting in a strong, deep golden, very fresh, and fruity English flavor
and aroma.

IPA

Crick Walker
IPA

beer is not shy with late hop additions. Juicy and floral its everything you could ask
for.

IPA

Colyer Kölsch
Kolsch

Elk Creek IPA
IPA

Brookie Brown
Brown ale

bright, straw-yellow ,hue similar to other beers brewed from mainly Pilsners malt.
Subtle notes of straw accented by the slightest fruit notes and a refreshing light
finish.
This is a hop-forward American IPA full of citrus, herbal and spicy hop flavors and
aromas. Generous additions of Santiam and Centennial hops in the kettle for a fruity,
spicy foundation. Dry-hop combination of Chinook, Cascade, Simcoe and Centennials
finish it off with hints of grapefruit, herbs and pine. Flavorful without being
aggressive.
Proof that all dark beers, like trout, are not equal! Chocolate and caramel malt flavors
are at the heart of this very accessible and drinkable brown ale.

Weather Rock
India Pale Ale

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

6.0 The second of Elk Creeks new small batch summer IPA releases. Hoppy with tropical/

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.0 Very traditional! Named in honor of local ag icon Elton Tait this delicious ale uses
? maris otter malt for a pleasant deep malt flavor and fugles & east kent goldings hops

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.6 Much like the local icon it is named for, our version of American Pale Ale has a bold

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.5 Named for our beloved State Park, this robust porter draws its uniquely enticing

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.6 Much like the local icon it is named for, our version of American Pale Ale has a bold

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

4.5 light colored ale gains its subtle, bread-like flavor malted barley and choice malted

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.8

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

9.0 An aggressively hopped IPA with Chinook, Nugget, and Columbus Hops. Hops

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

8+

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

5.2

Elk Creek Cafe
and Aleworks

Millheim
PA

9.5 This style of Scotch ale is overwhelmingly malty, with a rich and dominant sweet malt

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

6.8 This Scottish Style Ale is Erie Brewing Company’s flagship beer, featuring a deep malt

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

6.5

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

5.8 A dark saison for the tenebrous winter months. The solution to all your winter blues,

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

6.5

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

5.0 Inspired by the colorful Lake Erie sunsets, Soleil Shandy was created with the craft

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

7.2 Erie’s special coffee blend brings bold flavor, while the addition of chocolate malts

citrus flavor and aromas. With hints of berries in the middle and lemon-lime finish.

IPA

Elton’s ESB
Premium
Bitter/ESB

for a notable yet subdued hop flavor and aroma. Unfiltered, nitrogen dispensed.

Nitro

Great Blue
Heron

character. We add a healthy dose of hops in both the kettle and the finishing tank.

English Pale Ale

Poe Paddy
Porter

roasted character from a thoughtful combination of malts. Generous hop additions
ensure a satisfying drinking experience.

Porter

Great Blue
Herron

character. We add a healthy dose of hops in both the kettle and the finishing tank.

English Pale Ale

Winkleblink
Blonde Ale

Elk Creek
Oktoberfest
Lager

wheat. A restrained addition of select hops contributes a pleasingly delicate floral
aroma.
This Fest Bier is a true lager, brewed with traditional ingredients of European origin.
The signature maltiness of a traditional Märzen and a fresh, floral hop nose. Aged
under cold conditions for more than two months achieving a crisp, clean, classic lager
character. served unfiltered.

Märzen-Oktoberfest

Hairy John
Double IPA

Prince’s Porter
Barrel Aged Porter
Nitro

Summer
Session Ale
2016

dominate this beer contributing to a fruity flavor and aroma.
* Limited Release*
This version of Poe Paddy is aged in a bourbon barrel for 8 months. The barrel is from
Heaven Hill Distillery in Kentucky. Named in recognition of Prince David Farrington, a
major bootlegger who ran stills in this area throughout prohibition. The balance
between the bourbon and porter is perfect. The bourbon doesn’t overwhelm but
compliments nice vanilla and oak notes in the nose and on the tongue.
This is a great summer elbow bender. Clean and light yet full of flavor. Summer
Session Ale has a delicate wheat and barley malt base with a pleasantly dominate
citrus hop flavor and aroma.

Session Ale

Willie’s Wee
Heavy

flavor and aroma. A caramel character with a light smoked peat flavor. This style
could be considered the Scottish version of an English-style barley wine

Scotch Ale / Wee
Heavy

Railbender Ale
Scottish Ale

Johnny Rails
Fruit Ale
(Pumpkin Beer)

La Saison Noire
Saison /
Farmhouse Ale

Johnny Rails
Fruit Ale
(Pumpkin Beer)

Soleil Shandy
Shandy
(Raspberry-lemon)

Skipper’s Stout
Sweet Stout

flavor, caramel sweetness lingering in a soft hop flavor. Named after the laborers
who laid the railroad tracks. Railbender is a strong Scottish Ale with astonishing
drinkability.
A blonde based ale. It is a fruit beer with delicious flavor, a great nose, and the
perfect poise of pumpkin and spice. This flavorful brew is sure to get you in the fall
spirit.

this saison procures a tart sapidity and full body. Reddish-brown in color, this brew
possesses notes of plum, cranberry, and currants yielding a dark acidity. Roasty and
toasted characteristics give way to hints of oak, clove and vanilla on the finish.
A blonde based ale. It is a fruit beer with delicious flavor, a great nose, and the
perfect poise of pumpkin and spice. This flavorful brew is sure to get you in the fall
spirit.

beer drinker in mind. This light, crisp, warm-weather brew with refreshing raspberrylemon flavors.
and crème brûlée round this brew out, with a smooth and slightly sweet finish.

Ol’ Red Cease
& Desist
Scottish Ale

Erie Brewing
Co.

Erie
PA

10.1 Erie Brewing Company presents the beer previously know as “Red Ryder BIG Beer.”

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

7.0

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

5.5 Pineapple Hefeweizen. Brewed with pale, munich, and wheat malt, and hopped with

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

7.8

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.7 wet-hopped IPA brewed with fresh Citra and Mosaic hops from the Pacific

Evil Genius
Beer Co.
Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

7.5 Using just a single hop, Citra, this IPA explodes with citrus flavors and aromas. The

West Grove
PA

7.2 Brewed with rose hips, chamomile, black currants, and dark Belgian candi syrup.

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

8.5 Hopped with Amarillo, Warrior and Falconer’s Flight hops. American 2-row barley

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.7

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.8 This is their newest iteration of a lemongrass infused IPA. Brewed with equal parts

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

9.4

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

7.8 This Chocolate Pumpkin Porter melds together rich chocolate decadence with fall

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.7 They start with a hearty base of German Pilsner and Wheat malt, add a touch of

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

5.5

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

5.5

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

8.5 A Double IPA with an Evil Genius twist. They cut back on the bittering hops by adding

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.0

Scotch Ale

Pics Or It
Didn't Happen

Red Ryder was dubiously awarded two “cease and desist” orders for its name. So
with its unique new name (inspired by the long arm of the law), Ol’ Red Cease and
Desist brings more to the table than just a big, malty flavor and climaxing warm
sensation, it brings a legal record!
Hopped gently in the kettle with Warrior & Columbus, then dry-hopped with a
ridiculous amount of Mosaic. Notes of papaya, tangerine, roses, and fresh cut grass.

IPA - American

I love lamp
Hefeweizen

New Phone,
Who Dis
Porter
(Caramel
Macchiato)

Chickity China
the Chinese
Chicken

Tettnang and Hallertau, we take the very traditional Hefeweizen and up it a notch
with Pineapple!
Brewed with American barley, caramel and chocolate malt, and a touch of dark
wheat. Gently hopped with American and German hops, and then infused with
caramel and locally roasted La Colombe coffee. Full-bodied, smooth and robust, with
notes of sweet caramel, mocha, and chocolate

Northwest. This one-of-a-kind, once-a-year brew offers notes of guava, mango,
honeydew melon and lemon, with a full-bodied mouthfeel and, explosive hoppy
finish.

IPA

Stacy’s Mom
IPA

Santa!!,
I Know Him!

hop bitterness is clean and crips, leaving you refreshed and ready for another sip!

Deep, complex, and intriguing, this bone-dry Belgian-style ale is sure to seduce you.

Festive Saison

Han Shot First
American Double /
Imperial IPA

Purple Monkey
Dishwasher
Porter

and British malted oats provide a soft, clean, full-bodied mouthfeel, allowing the
hops to steal the show. Big, bold hoppy notes of mango, lemon, fresh cut grass and
peach with almost no bitterness whatsoever.
A robust porter made with Chocolate and Peanut Butter. They start with a worldclass American-style porter, laden with notes of chocolate, sweet malts, caramel, and
molasses, and then infuse it with natural chocolate and peanut butter!

(Chocolate Peanut
Butter )

Never Gonna
Give You Up
IPA - American

I’ll Have What
She’s Having
Imperial Stout

Trick or Treat
Porter
(Chocolate
Pumpkin)

Hooray!
Sports! Hoppy
Pregame Ale

spices. Notes of cinnamon, clove, and nutmeg collide with a delicious chocolate
flavor to create a whirlwind of flavor in your glass.

American IPA

O’Doyle Rules
American IPA

Ma! The
Meatloaf!
Witbier

One time at
Band Camp
Imperial IPA

Shut Up, Meg!
Saison

American grown barley and white wheat, hopped with Amarillo & Simcoe, and
infused with lemongrass. Bold and aromatic with low bitterness and a clean, earthy
finish. Spicy notes of orange rind, papaya, and mango.
This is an Imperial Stout made with chocolate and hazelnut. This is a strong dark
limited release beer, a rich, creamy, over-the-top stout with layered flavors of
roasted barley, molasses, chocolate, caramel, and hazelnut.

caramel malt to
beef up the body, and then give it an over-the-top dry-hop with Citra & Sorachi Ace
hops. The result is a complex but quaffable ale with notes of lemon, peach, cedar,
coconut, mango and winning
Brewed with wheat and oats, and hopped crazily with Amarillo and Simcoe, you get a
nice creamy mouthfeel without too much bitterness. Overall this beer is juicy, with
great aromas from the hops, and very drinkable.
A refreshing Belgian Wit ale brewed with a generous amount of mango. Sweet notes
of orange and mango linger on the nose while delicious wheat, mango, and citrus
notes quench your thirst..
over 75% of the hops post fermentation. This method helps retain their juicy,
resinous, aromatic qualities, allowing the differences in the hop varieties to really
stand out.
Hoppy farmhouse saison. Light spice notes mixed with citrus hoppy aromas and
flavors. All around well balanced and super drinkable saison.

Turtle Power
American Pale Ale

Ale Satan
Red Berliner Weisse
(sour)

Night of the
Living Stout

Evil Genius
Beer Co.

West Grove
PA

6.0 A hop forward grapefruit pale ale is brewed and dry hopped with Citra hops. Tropical

North Versailles 4.5
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.
North Versailles 7.0
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.

Stout

Wild Side TFunk

and citrus notes abound from the hops along with some tart and juicy grapefruit
flavors.
This Is a one off collaboration brew with the guys form Full Pint and the Lavery
Brewing Company in Erie PA. A Berliner Weisse with sour cherries and scorpion
peppers. Sour cherry comes right at you with some hidden subtle heat from the
peppers that lingers lightly in the back of your throat.
From the depths of the Full Pint fermenters comes a Spine Tingling Stout that will
have beer nerds returning from their graves. This single hopped brew with cascade
for citrus character is perfectly balanced with roasted malts for unrelenting taste.

North Versailles 4.5 Berliner Weisse brewed with blackberry and black tea.
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.

sour

Colon-HopScopy Pale Ale

North Versailles 6.0 This small batch APA from Full Pint pours amber in color. Aromas of pine and
Full Pint
PA
grapefruit and malty caramel, finishing with a mild bitterness.
Brewing Co.

American Pale Ale

Festivus
Winter Warmer

White
Lightning

North Versailles 6.0 A holiday beer for the nonconformist, Festivus is the perfect ale to “air your
Full Pint
PA
grievances over”. This mildly spiced red ale is malty throughout with a subtle hop
Brewing Co.
nose. (Spice notes: Cinnamon, Vanilla, Mace)

North Versailles 5.5 This Belgian White Ale combines a complex malt character with sweet orange peel,
Full Pint
PA
coriander and a secret spice. The end result is a crisp refreshing wheat beer that can
Brewing Co.
be enjoyed all year long.

witbier

Chinookie IPA
American IPA

North Versailles 7.1 We hit this full bodied IPA with “nookie” four times during the brewing process to
Full Pint
PA
give this ale its trademark Chinook hop character. We then “dry nookied” this
Brewing Co.
flavorful ale to further enhance its grapefruit and pine aroma.

Nitro
Nerds Reserve –
Serendipitous
Design

North Versailles 5.5 Historically, gruit is the term used in an area today covered by the Netherlands,
Full Pint
PA
Belgium and westernmost Germany. Today however, gruit is a colloquial term for any
Brewing Co.
beer seasoned with gruit-like herbs.

Gruit / Ancient
Herbed Ale

GUS IPA
Imperial IPA

Little Brown
Brown Ale
Nitro

Milk Plus Stout
Sweet Stout

North Versailles 8.0 Shake off your blues double time with our new IPA! Dedicated to our resident
Full Pint
PA
bluesman, Gus. He has been here since the very beginning so we thought it was
Brewing Co.
fitting to slap him on a label!

North Versailles 5.5 Medium bodied brown ale with beige off-white hue. This smoky brown ale was
Full Pint
PA
brewed to raise awareness for the endangered Little Brown Bat. This species is very
Brewing Co.

North Versailles 6.5
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.

Nitro

HOPism
Imperial IPA

Nerds Reserve
Dark & farmy

North Versailles11.1
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.
North
Versailles
Full Pint
6.1
PA
Brewing Co.

important to sustainable agriculture in the Northeastern USA. A portion of the
proceeds are donated to conservation groups. Learn more at
www.savelucythebat.org
This creamy sweet stout pours with a dense nitrogen infused head. The slight
bitterness of the dark malts is balanced well with the sweetness of roasted malt and
creaminess that lingering on the palate. finishing with nice notes of coffee and cocoa
with woody, earthy tone on the back end.
HOPism is a limited release Imperial India Pale Ale brewed with Chinook, Summit,
Centennial, Amarillo, and Citra.
The guys at full pint throw down another one off from their nerds reserve line of
beers. Dark and farmy is a Wild Side- Sour Brown

Saison/ Farmhouse
ale

Nerds Reserve –

Ned Flanders

North Versailles 4.5 Flanders brown ale aged in Pinot Noir barrels.
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.

Sour - Flanders
Oud Bruin

Rye Rebellion
Imperial Stout

Chinookie IPA
American IPA

Citrus IPA
IPA - American

North Versailles 11
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.
North Versailles 7.1
Full Pint
PA
Brewing Co.

Funk Brewing

Emmaus, PA

7.0

An Imperial stout brewed with four different types of rye and aged in rye whiskey
barrels. In addition to rye grain; crystal, flaked, and chocolate rye were also used.
We hit this full bodied IPA with “nookie” four times during the brewing process to
give this ale its trademark Chinook hop character. We then “dry nookied” this
flavorful ale to further enhance its grapefruit and pine aroma.
A beautifully crafted, bright, and juicy IPA brewed with grapefruit, blood orange, and
loads of late additions american hops

Silent Disco

Funk Brewing

Emmaus, PA

6.8 Move over Citrus there is a new IPA in town ! Packed with a BIGLY, I mean BIGLY

IPA - American

Jacks Hard
Cider

Hauser Estate
Winery

Biglerville
PA

5.5

Kunes Farm

Keewaydin
PA

5.5 From their local cidery comes this sparkling hard cider with bright and tart apples and

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

6.9 Hoppy red ale, not too hoppy, not too malty, just right.

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

5.0 Wilkum White is brewed as a traditional Belgian-Style Witbier, with both malted and

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

4.7

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

10.0 With an aroma of dark malt and faint chocolate, a rich base, and faint roast, smoke,

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

7.5 With huge Citra and Mosaic flavor, from a profuse dry hopping regimen throughout

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

5.5 With it's light body and low hop character, this golden-colored Cream Ale is infused

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

6.2 Made with eight different malts, four types of hops and a touch of Lancaster County

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

5.0 We’re proud to present America’s original craft milk stout, brewed by Lancaster since

Lancaster
Brewing Co.

Lancaster
PA

6.8 Don’t miss out on the intense roasted malts, silky smooth mouth feel, subtle

Lion Brewery

Wilkes-Barre
PA

5.2 Pickin Peach Pale Ale uses 2-row, Munich, Ashburne and Carapils malts with

Wilkes-Barre
PA

8.9 A combination of the finest barley and specialty malts form an impeccable malty

Cider

Keewaydin
Cider

bowlful of juicy fruit flavors. Astronomical amount dry hopping gives this beer more
juice flavors and less bitter beer face...
Jack’s Hard Cider is produced and canned by Hauser Estate Winery just 8 miles west
of Historic Gettysburg, Pa. This cider is produced from apples native to Adams County
Pennsylvania.
a quenching finish. GLUTEN-FREE! Semi-Sweet

Hard Cider

Semi-Sweet

Jam Series #6
India Red Ale
Red Ale - American
Amber / Red

Wilkum
Belgian Style Wheat
Ale

Lancaster
Strawberry
Wheat

unmalted grain, for customary smoothness and haze, then spike it with curacao
orange peel and coriander to deliver a complex, yet easy drinking and refreshing
brew.
A Lancaster original since 1995, this classic American Wheat is brewed with White
Wheat, 2 Row Barley and Caramel Malt, with a touch of Natural Strawberry, for an
amazingly crisp and refreshing flavor experience.

Fruit Beer

Underlord
Acheron
Russian Imperial
Stout

and oatmeal notes. Body is malty and short with notes of molasses and a slightly dry
finish.

Imperial Stout

Jam Series #1
New England
IPA

the brewing process, this straw colored brew is downright hazy with hoppage, and
loaded with grapefruit, citrus and tropical fruit flavors, with just a touch of sweetness
on the finish

IPA

Grapefruit
Cream Ale
Cream Ale

Shoo-Fly Pie
Porter

with natural Grapefruit for a zesty, yet refreshing craft brewed experience. Get ready
to know this summer's most refreshing beer.
molasses, this tasty brew has a rich brown hue with a medium to full body flavor.

English Porter

Lancaster Milk
Stout
Sweet Stout
Nitro

Lancaster
Double
Chocolate Milk
Stout

1994. Notes of black coffee, milk chocolate and rich roasted malt goodness lead to
fresh hop notes and a velvety smoothness from the addition of milk sugar. You can’t
go wrong with our award-winning Lancaster

sweetness and velvety chocolate goodness of our 2X Chocolate Milk Stout. We went
over the top, with more malt, the infusion of cacao nibs and pure chocolate for a
truly otherworldly chocolate stout experience.

Sweet Stout

Nitro
Pickin' Peach
(Stegmaier
Cellar Series)

additions of the finest peach puree and a touch of local honey. Oak aged and single
hopped using Summer hops, this unique beer is refreshing and flavorful with just the
right complexity to delight your senses..

Pale Ale / Fruit
Beer

Stegmaier
Grand Hoppa
Double IPA

Lion Brewery

backbone, dry hopped with MOSAIC, CITRA, and GALAXY hops, this Double IPA bursts
with a distinctive aroma that intermingles with the spicy and tropical fruit
characteristics of SUMMER and COLUMBUS hops.

Stegmaier
Pumpkin Ale

Lion Brewery

Wilkes-Barre
PA

5.5 A full-bodied ale with hints of pumpkin pie, brown sugar and spices. They brew this
ale with real pumpkin and spices and allow it to slowly age to bring out the full
aromas and tastes. It’s a wonderful way to savor fall’s best flavors.

Pumpkin Ale

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

7.6 This Peanut Butter Porter is jet black in color with a tan rocky head, full body and

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

6.2 A wheat malt based ale with a small addition of Hallertau hops during boiling.

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

6.2 A wheat malt based ale with a small addition of Hallertau hops during boiling. Fresh

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

6.5 A wheat based ale, modestly hopped with Cascade and Centennial hops combined

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

7.5 India Pale Ale brewed with American hops during boiling and dry-hopping. Centennial

Mad-K Holiday
Brew
Spiced Ale

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

10.5 Available in late November/ early December, Just in time for the holidays. Strong

Mad-K
Pumpkin Ale

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

8.6 Designed to have some nice sweetness created by a mix of caramel malts and a

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

7.5 Pale Ale brewed with American hops during boiling and dry-hopping. Centennial and

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

7.5 Jet black in color with a tan, rocky head, full body and creamy, luxurious mouthfeel.

Mad-K
Brewing Co.

Howard
PA

7.5 Jet black in color with a tan, rocky head, full body and creamy, luxurious mouthfeel.

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2 They used their traditional Hefeweizen, then added fresh Hibiscus and Tart cherry’s

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.
Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

8.5 This is their take on a German wheat bock, but with a small twist. They brew this

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

9.1

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

4.9 This 2013 Great American Beer Fest Gold Medal winning Vienna-style, no fuss amber

Mad-K Peanut
Butter Porter

creamy, luxurious mouthfeel. Its lightly sweet malty flavor is accented by a light
flavors of peanut butter and balanced by a subtle hop character.

Porter

Mad-K
Strawberry
Wheat

Strawberrys are added during the secondary fermentation to provide a refreshing,
light Strawberry flavor.

Wheat/ fruit beer

Mad-K
Raspberry
Wheat

Raspberries are added during the secondary fermentation to provide a refreshing,
light raspberry flavor.

Wheat/ fruit beer

Mad-K
Apricot Wheat
IPA

with the mildly fruity flavor of Apricots to create a unique and refreshing flavor and
an inviting aroma.

IPA - American

Mad-K IPA
IPA

and Cascade hops provide an inviting aroma and taste.

winter ale with a lovely malt flavor, combined with a subtle honey and cherry notes.
Limit 2 - 12oz servings
modest hop presence. The addition of pumpkin during the mash step and a variety of
spices during boil give this ale a slight pumpkin pie flavor.

Spiced Ale

Mad-K
Jalapeno Pale
Ale

Cascade hops provide an inviting aroma and taste. Jalapeno Peppers are added
during boil & fermentation.

Pale Ale/
Vegetable beer

Mad-K
Coconut Porter

Its lightly sweet, malty flavor is accented by a light flavors of coconut, and balanced
by a subtle hop character.

Porter

Mad-K Vanilla
Porter

Its lightly sweet, malty flavor is accented by bold flavors of vanilla, and balanced by a
subtle hop character.

Porter

Cherry Hibiscus
Hefeweizen
Hefeweizen

Neshaminator
Weizenbock

Frühstück
Barrel aged stout

Imperial
MudBank
Chocolate Milk
Stout

Croydon
PA

for a beer that has tart notes on the nose and the tongue with strong cherry notes
throughout.

8.5% ABV holiday offering with orange blossom honey, malted wheat and dark
Munich malt, a hint of Chocolate malt, and German Hallertau and Tettnanger hops.

10.5 In early 2016 we released Frühstück, our draft only breakfast stout brewed with Rise

Up coffee. We tucked a small amount of that liquid away in Woodford Reserve
Double Oak Bourbon barrels and we’re really excited about the results. Aged for
eight months then conditioned on cocoa nibs and more coffee another month, this
barrel aged version comes in with huge notes of espresso, sweet chocolate, vanilla,
and a hint of cinnamon spice.
Brewed with Chocolate malt and 28 pounds of semi-sweet Belgian Chocolate added
to the boil, A tuned up version of their winter seasonal with all the chocolate bang for
your buck. This jet black brew is chock full of two-row barley, biscuity Victory, and
enough Caramel malt, and Flaked Oats for a bold, rich, big mouthfeel and taste.

Imperial Stout

Churchville
Lager

lager is clean, crisp, and brewed with Munich, and Vienna malts that give it a touch of

Vienna-Style Lager

Leon Russian
Imperial Stout
2017 Vintage

malt backbone and toast-like character. Hopped exclusively with German Tettnanger
hops, and Lagered for six-weeks.
Leon is a big beer. So big, it has twice as much malt as any other beer we brew.. On
top of the copious amounts of two row barley, Munich, Victory, Chocolate, Black
Patent, and Caramel 80 malt in this beer each 15 barrel brew has 50 pounds of
freshly in-house handmade marshmallow fluff as well as 16 pounds of bittersweet
bakers chocolate, and 30 pounds of crumbled graham crackers. Leon clocks in at just
over 80 IBUs and 11.6% ABV. Does it taste like a Smore’s? That’s for you to decide.

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

7.7 A Good Problem is their Simcoe and Amarillo double dry hopped DIPA that comes in

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2 They stay with the German wheat beer theme for this Fall seasonal, and much like it’s

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.7 This is a amber German Rauch lager created by the talents and love of Bamberg

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.
Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2

Croydon
PA

8.8 You may know this beer by it’s previous name, Punkel Dunkel Pumpkin Wheat Ale.

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

6.6

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

7.0 Their take on a traditional German ‘double strength’ Bock Lager with a little boost of

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

7.2

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.
Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2 A new look at an American pale ale, taking their much sought after J.A.W.N. –(Juicy

Croydon
PA

9.0 With the amount of IPAs brewed here in the States you’d think that there’s only one

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

11.6

Imperial Stout
(Chocolate,
Marshmallow, Gram
cracker Imperial Stout)

A Good
Problem To
Have Double
IPA

at 7.7% and is chock full of mango, grapefruit, and piney goodness. As it stands right
now they’re probably only going to release AGP twice in 2017.

American Double /
Imperial IPA

Dunks Ferry
Dunkelweizen
Dunkelweizen

Hyper
Spaceship
Lager

Summertime sister, Dunks Ferry Dunkelweizen has a unique banana and spicy clove
character but this time paired with a chewy, bready (dare we say banana bread) malt
backbone.
German-Style Festbier brewed in collaboration with homebrewer Rob Knighton for
the 2017 GABF Pro-Am competion.

Marzen / Festbier

Croydon Is
Burning
Rauchbier

J.A.W.N
American Pale Ale

Punkless
Dunkel
Pumpkin Ale

Not The New
Neshaminy
Creek IPA

inspired smoke beers by our Lead Brewer, Jason Ranck, and Lab Manger Erik Walp.
This amber lager was brewed with a huge amount of Weyermann smoked
Beechwood malt along with some Munich malt for a smooth, smokey flavor laid on
top of a toasted, chewy backdrop.
Some things just scream ‘Philly’ so bad, it almost hurts. This is that J.A.W.N. – Juicy
Ale with Nugget. Malty, yet crisp, and is loaded with dank citrus, as well as tropical
and stone fruit flavor and aroma from the gratuitous use of Nugget and Zythos hops."
It’s also been called a lot of other names as well: Pumpkin Dunkel, Pumpkinweizen,
etc. Whatever you’ve called it in the past, this is one of the most popular, if not the
most popular seasonal beer we make.
India Pale Ale brewed with Wheat and copious late kettle editions of Centennial and
Simcoe, and dry hopped with Mosaic.

IPA - American

Fade to
Doppelbock
Bock Lager

Coconut
MudBank
Milk Stout

chocolate love. Bock beers are known for their deep, rich malt character, and this
rendition is no different. Filled to the brim with bready, toasty Munich malt that
compliments the notes of toffee, coffee, and sweetness from the single source
Ecuadorian chocolate from Pierre’s.
Brewed with two row barley, Munich, and Caramel malts, as well as coconut cream
and milk, all ran through a hop back filled with 60 pounds of toasted shredded
coconut. The combination of bready malt, chocolate, coffee, and sweetness from the
coconut and lactose give this beer a complex flavor profile.

Milk / Sweet Stout
(Limited Release)

Coffee JAWN
American Pale Ale

Blitzkrieg Hops
DIPA
English India Pale
Ale (IPA)

Dank Hill
Wheat Double IPA

Ale with Nugget) adding local Coffee from Rise Up Coffee Roasters. Rise Up is
dedicated to roasting sustainable coffees Certified Organic + Certified Fair Trade.

way to skin a cat. While the West Coast style has long dominated the style, there’s a
world of IPAs you should explore, and Blitzkrieg Hops DIPA wouldn’t be a bad start.

9

Dank Hill available only in the brewery Tap Room. Fermented with the highly touted
Vermont or ‘Conan’ ale yeast, appropriately, dank, and very tropical with notes of
peaches, grapefruit, and mango. Constructed entirely differently than all our other
IPAs; not so big on the early kettle/bittering hops and a lot more focus on the late

kette/whirlpool and dry hops, we hopped this beer into oblivion with Chinook,
Simcoe, Equinox, and Citra to the tune of twice as much hop per barrel as County line
IPA.
In German ‘alt’ means old, and references an older style of ale that was (and still is)
predominately made in Düsseldorf. A top fermented ale that’s usually conditioned or
lagered, Altbiers are malty, but have a noticeable and firm hop bitterness. With notes
of toasted bread.
Their traditional Hefeweizen is brewed with over 50% white wheat, pilsen malt, a
hint of Munich malt for color, and fermented with an authentic German Hefeweizen
yeast.

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

4.6

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

6.6 Their flagship IPA is chock full of Warrior, Chinook, Simcoe, and Zythos hops. It’s got a

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

6.7 A winter stout offering is brewed with a hefty amount of two row barley, as well as

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.0 With a light straw hue, this beer has a prominent but not extreme hoppiness, and is

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.2 "Helles" is German for "bright." Sharing the same spicy hop characters of Czech Pils,

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

5.8 This robust, sweet, and delicious LIMITED Porter is brewed with lactose, single source

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.
Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

4.8 Our Pilsner is assertively hopped with Hallertau and Tettnanger noble hops and has a

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

8.5

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Croydon
PA

6.0 A new release from Neshaminy Creek, So new we had to wait on the State to

New Trail
Brewing Co

Williamsport
PA

4.4 Brewed with German Pilsner malt, German Munich malts, and hopped assertively

Williamsport
PA

7.0 Broken Heels is a “Hazy” India Pale Ale. Brewed with oats and pilsner malts and

IPA - American

New Trail
Brewing Co

New Trail
White Ale

New Trail
Brewing Co

Williamsport
PA

5.5

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

5

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

...And Justice
For Alt
Altbier

Highwater
Hefeweizen
Hefeweizen

County Line
IPA
IPA

MudBank
Milk Stout
Milk / Sweet Stout

Passive
Thought Kolsch
Kolsch

Tamanend
Helles
Helles Lager

Maximum
Mocha Porter
Porter

Trauger Pilsner
German Pilsener

Wheat Wine
Barley Wine

The Shape of
hops to come
Imperial IPA

White
Chocolate
Pumpkin
Porter

Croydon
PA

bready, slightly cracker-like malt backbone to counter some of that hop bitterness.
Huge citrus-grapefruit note with a lingering hop bitterness.
Victory, Munich, and Carapils malt. With some lactose sugar and flaked oat for
sweetness and body.
less bitter than the standard German pale lager.

this beer is a bit more malty, but also a bit more subdued and in balance with its
malt.

Columbian Rise Up Coffee, and coffee-infused chocolate from our good friends over
at Pierre’s of New Hope, PA.
cracker-like malt backbone that finishes crisp and dry coming in at 4.8% ABV, which
makes this one highly drinkable

10.8 Wheat Wine-style ales are the cousins of Barleywines in that they’re big, malt-

forward beers dominated by notes of toast, biscuit, chewy caramel, and depending
on the yeast; dark fruit like raisin, fig, and plum. With the Bourbon barrel aged
version taking all those flavors to another level complimented by notes of vanilla,
hints of spice, and a mellow oak conditioning.
Jammed packed with as much Apollo, Newport, Simcoe, Topaz, and Citra hops we
could get our hands on. This imperial IPA has got a ton of bitterness, along with juicy,
dank resiny pine-like, and citrus forward hop character.

approval so Neshaminty could send it to us. With light pumpkin notes and a subtle
sweetness from the white chocolate additions.

American Porter

Lazy River Pils
American Pilsner

Broken Heels

with a blend of German and American hops.

Witbier

Flinke Hügel
Munich
Helles Lager

Naughty
Belgian Strong
Dark Ale

hopped aggressively with an assortment of newer American grown hops in the Pacific
Northwest. This beer has a full mouthfeel with low bitterness meant to be soft on the
palette.
A Belgian Style White Ale brewed with Pilsner Malt, an assortment of Wheat Malts,
Flaked Wheat, Orange Zest, Coriander, and lightly hopped with Crystal. Fermented on
Belgian yeast with a traditional spicing regiment.
The German Yeast is the star in this beer, giving it a solid malt presence along with a
dash of Magnum Hops to round out the pilsner malt. A golden, slightly sweet, malty
lager. The name Flinke Hügel is German for Nimble Hill!

9.0 Naughty is a Belgian style strong ale, bursting with fig, plum and raisin flavors, all
balanced by a very effervescent carbonation. Drink and be Naughty!.

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

6.5 Jack Be Nimble is made with pumpkin puree, Wheat, toasted pumpkin seeds, biscuit

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

4.6 Nudder is crisp, dry and thirst quenching, with a firm pilsner malt character and an

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

4.0 We crafted a well balanced sour wheat beer and added fresh squeezed grapefruit

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

5.0 Hop Harvest Pale Ale with wet hops from Nimble Hill Hop Field. Light fruity floral

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Mehoopany
PA

7.0 This IPA boasts 7 additions of Cascade, Centennial Cluster, Citra, Mosaic, Simcoe and

Mehoopany
PA

4.8

Witbier

Nimble Hill
Brewing Co.

Winter Enigma
IPA

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

5.8

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

8.0 A West Coast style Double IPA, very pale in color, and hopped with Chinook, Cascade,

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

5.8

Old Forge
Brewing Co.
Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

7.1 This Imperial Red Lager has a bold malt flavor that finishes smooth and clean, with a

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

6.5

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

5.0 This is the first new beer from our new brewer, Josh Gauger. He started with a

Old Forge
Brewing Co.
Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

4.5

Danville PA

5.0 A limited release from old forge brewing, this beer pours light in color with a slight

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Jack Be Nimble
Pumpkin / Yam
Beer

Nudder
Pilsner

Grapefruit
Berliner
Weisse
Mysteria series
21

and crystal malts, Then we add the pumpkin pie spices and vanilla beans. Hopped
with magnum anf fuggle hops.
balanced German Magnum hop finish. "You're gonna want a Nudder

and zest. this lower ABV bright tartness will be your favorite summer sour beer.

Sour - Berliner
Weisse

Mysteria 7.0
Hop Harvest

nose with extremely mild and fruity with notes of honey dew in the finish.

Pale ale

Hop Bottom
American IPA

Nim Wit

Enigma Batch #286

Magnum hops. The flavor and aroma are a pungent punch in the mouth of citrus,
pine and caramel malt. truly an uIPA fanatic's favorite!
Spiced with coriander, orange zest, and ginger, along with a Belgian Yeast and
Cascade Hops to support the spices in this beer. This zesty, orange-citrusy wheat ale
is refreshingly crisp with a dry, tart, finish.
Part of their new rotating seasonal IPA series, this batch is a pale and hazy IPA
hopped with Eureka, Chinook, and Azacca for a bold pine/citrus character layered
over dank resin and tropical fruit.

IPA

No Socks IPA
American Double /
Imperial IPA

Slack Tub Stout
Oatmeal Stout
Nitro

Blood Orange
Gose

Eldorado, and Eureka. It finishes dry and hoppy. 8.0% ABV

4.5 Dark, rich, and complex this stout has a touch of molasses and a silky smooth finish
due to the generous helping of oatmeal in the grist. Served on nitro for enhanced
mouthfeel.

5.0 They decided to get some blood orange for a firkin, and had a little extra. They

Sour - Gose

Biere De Garde
Farmhouse Ale

Cheer
Imperial Red

Bourbon Barrel
Trinity Tripel

slight lingering bitterness.

Danville PA

9.0 A Belgian Tripel, with East Kent Goldings for the bittering hop additions and Czech

Abbey Tripel

Celestial
Blonde Ale

figured the bold intense citrus and slight raspberry flavors/aromas would blend nicely
with the tart and dry Gose. And we were right! The resulting beer is dry, tart, and
refreshing, with a zesty blood orange aroma and flavor.
This is a malty, well-balanced, dark amber/light brown, lagered artisanal farmhouse
ale

Saaz for a late hop addition. Trinity uses the same Belgian yeast strain as old forge’s
Celestial Blonde, but this beer ferments at a higher temperature to achieve a more
spicy and estery flavor profile. Aged in Bourbon Barrels for a unique sweet Bourbon
characteristic.
A medium-bodied, malty, sweet Belgian-style Blonde ale with great complexity and a
heavenly finish.

Belgian Ale

Coffee Kolsch
Kölsch

Paradise Pils
Pilsner

Cranberry
Gose

traditional Kolsch recipe, then steeped it with fresh coffee from Danville’s own Bason
Coffee Roasting during cold conditioning for a smooth extraction of coffee flavor.
Traditional Bavarian Pilsner; crisp, clean, mildly hoppy, a perfect treat on a warm
summer day, or the middle of the winter.
dry tartness, finishing with crisp subtle notes of cranberry

Sour - Gose

Egan’s Best
Bitter
Premium
Bitter/ESB
Nitro

4.5 A best bitter is essentially just an English Pale Ale...well-balanced, with some caramel
malt and traditional English hops, it’s not as hoppy/bitter as the American
counterpart and no where near as hoppy/bitter as an IPA. But it’s not the bitterness
that defines the style, it’s the interplay between the caramel malt flavors and the
delicate, floral, earthy character from the traditional English hops.

Endless Sun
Ale

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Old Forge
Brewing Co.
Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

4.5 Endless Sun Ale is a light-bodied, low-hopped, pale golden ale, with some wheat and
lightly toasted malts to round out the flavor.

American Blonde
Ale

Enigma IPA #1
IPA

Enigma IPA #3
IPA

Enigma IPA #4
IPA
(Mango Habanero)

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

6.8 Part of their our new rotating seasonal IPA series, the Enigma IPA #1 is a pale, very
dry, hop bomb(boom)..

Danville PA

6.0 Part of their new rotating seasonal IPA series, the Enigma IPA #3 is a pale, slightly dry
? IPA with immediate notes of citrus and subtle finish of lemon rind.
Danville PA 6.3 Part of their new rotating seasonal IPA series, This version of the Enigma IPA features
mango and habanero peppers for a tropical fruit flavor and aroma with a slight kick
of spice flavor in the finish

Old Forge
Brewing Co.
Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Danville PA

American IPA

Old Forge
Brewing Co.
Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Plowshare
Porter

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

5.7

Danville PA

4.8 Based on the Traditional Bamberg style smoked lagers, this beer is similar to an

Smoked/Raichbier

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Resolution Rye
Stout

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

6.8

Danville PA

5.5 A copper colored American pale ale, medium-bodied, with well-balanced malt and

Pale Ale

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Wine Barrel
Trinity Triple

Old Forge
Brewing Co.

Danville PA

Otto’s Pub &
Brewery/
Kunes Farm

State College/
Keewaydin
PA

5.5

Otto’s Pub &
Brewery/
Kunes Farm

State College/
Keewaydin
PA

5.5 From their local cidery comes this sparkling hard cider with bright and tart apples and

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

4.7 This is an American wheat ale that has a light to medium body, refreshing, golden

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

4.6 A dry Irish-style stout served with nitrogen. Black Mo is very smooth and creamy with

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

5.0 An American pale ale brewed with Centennial hops and hopbacked with Cascade, it's

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

6.3 A classic American IPA with lots of floral punch and assertive hop presence. Hopped

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

5.0

Esther
Amber Wheat Ale

Farm House
IPA

5.5 A mildly hoped amber wheat ale with a bready/malt flavor, with just a touch of citrus
hoppiness, and spicy clove yeast aromatics

Danville PA

4.5 The body and mouthfeel of a traditional farmhouse ale, while the bitterness and hop
aroma resemble that of a traditional IPA.

Farmhouse IPA

French Saison
Saison

Overbite IPA

4.4 This French Saison is an unfiltered farmhouse style ale; easy drinking, dry finish, with
a deceptively complex flavor profile.

Danville PA

6.8 An American IPA with big malt character giving perfect balance to the abundance of

Pacific Northwest hops. Hopheads won't be disappointed. This beer was released for
our 1st Anniversary celebration at the pub, then quickly became a year round
favorite.
Plowshare Porter is a cutting edge American Porter with plenty of chocolate malt and
a shovel full of hops. Plow right in.

Porter

Rauchbier

Rye Stout

T-Rail Pale Ale

hop flavor, a mildly hoppy aroma, and crisp finish.

8.5 A Belgian Tripel, with East Kent Goldings for the bittering hop additions and Czech

Abbey Tripel

Keewaydin
Apple Cherry
Cider

Oktoberfest/ Marzen but with smoked malt accounting for part of the grist. It has a
subtle but distinct smokey flavor and aroma to complement the toasty malt profile.
Resolution Rye Stout is deceptively smooth, with a spicy malt backbone and Belgian
yeast aromatics. Earthy qualities from the rye and East Kent Goldings hops, rather
than having the roast barley dominate.

Saaz for a late hop addition. Trinity uses the same Belgian yeast strain as old forge’s
Celestial Blonde, but this beer ferments at a higher temperature to achieve a more
spicy and estery flavor profile
From their local cidery comes this sparkling apple cherry cider with a perfect blend of
fresh, tart cherry and crisp apple flavors. GLUTEN-FREE!

Apple Cherry Cider

Keewaydin
Cider
Hard Cider

a quenching finish. GLUTEN-FREE! Semi-Sweet

Semi-Sweet

Apricot Wheat
Fruit Beer

Black Mo Stout
Dry Stout

amber color, with the delicate aroma and flavor of apricot. Perfect any time of year.
a roasted character.

Nitro

Mt. Nittany
Pale Ale

a real refresher that has a spicy, citrus aroma and nutty malt flavor.

American Pale Ale

Slab Cabin IPA
IPA

Red Mo
American Amber /
Red Ale

with Nugget, Palisade and Amarillo colored to a reddish hue thanks to Munich and
Aromatic malts.
An American red ale brewed with Palisade hops for the bittering and then late
hopped with Liberty hops. Very malty and crisp, this ale has all the fun without the
AMD (Acid Mine Damage)!

Double D
American Double /
Imperial IPA

Otto’s
Hefeweizen

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

9.6 Hopheads rejoice! This strong IPA takes the style to a new level. It’s a big Imperial IPA

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

4.4 A south German style wheat ale. This beer is served traditionally cloudy due to the

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

7.0 Their version of a cross between a brown ale and an IPA. It has the malt profile of a

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

6.7 dry stout brewed with Sumatra Mandheling coffee. This ale combines the smooth

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

6.3 Yeast from a famous Belgian brewery, bittered with Northern Brewer hops and

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

7.0 Their version of a cross between a brown ale and an IPA. It has the malt profile of a

Otto’s Pub
and Brewery

State College
PA

5.9 An aggressively late-hopped IPA. Brewed with Red Wheat and Citra hops, and

Penn Brewery

Pittsburgh
PA

6.5 St. Nikolaus Bock Bier. It’s rich, dark and full-bodied, brewed with a variety of roasted

Pittsburgh
PA

5.5 Dark and flavorful, with a sweet malt characteristic. This beer is made with real

Pittsburgh
PA

5.2 Authentic wheat beer, brewed in the Southern German tradition, won the Silver

Penn Brewery

Pittsburgh
PA

4.5

Penn Brewery

Pittsburgh
PA
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Penn Brewery

Pittsburgh
PA

4.9 Citrus forward, American hop aroma, and a hint of real vanilla and cream. Tangerine

5.0 Joe is not your average beer! This ale is brewed with locally-roasted, fair-trade,

packed with Nugget, Palisade, and Amarillo hops.

suspended yeast (hefe=yeast). Spicy clove flavors and light banana esters are
characteristics of this refreshing beer.

Hefeweizen

Falling Down
India Brown

brown ale, but the hoppiness and bitterness of an IPA.

Brown Ale

Night Owl
Coffee Stout

dryness of an Irish Stout with the aroma and flavor of rich Coffee. This stout is nitropoured for a delicious creamy taste.

Irish Dry Stout
Nitro

Pallet Jack Pale
Ale

finished with Simcoe hops. All this combined created our new Otto’s Seasonal Beer
“Pallet Jack Pale Ale”.

Belgian Pale Ale

Falling Down
India Brown

brown ale, but the hoppiness and bitterness of an IPA.

Brown Ale

Red Wheat IPA
American IPA

St. Nikolaus
Bock

unfiltered.

and chocolate malts.

Dunkler Bock

Chocolate
Meltdown

Penn Brewery

chocolate.

Sweet stout

Penn Weizen

Penn Brewery

German Hefeweizen

Penn Ginger
Beer

Medal in 1997 and the Gold Medal at the 2000 in GABF. Penn Weizen is topfermented, cask-conditioned, and very effervescent with a slight hint of tangy clove.
Penn ginger beer is a light refreshing malted brew with just a gentle kick of ginger.

Spice/Herb

Penn Nut Roll
Ale

This dark brown, light bodied, malty ale has flavors of vanilla, caramel, and toasted
almond wrapped in a blanket sprinkled with cinnamon brown sugar.

Brown Ale

Tangerine
Swirl

Swirl is made with real tangerine and Madagascar vanilla. Summit and 7c's hops, tworow malt, and a touch of lactose make this effervescent beer a citrusy, creamy
summertime treat.

Tangerine Cream
Ale

Joe Coffee
Porter

Philadelphia
Brewing Co.

American
Porter

Newbold IPA

Philadelphia,
PA

7.0

IPA

Philadelphia
Brewing Co.

Timbertown
Scottish

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 This is an oatmeal stout that is dark and rich. A smooth and creamy mouth feel with

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.8 A Sweet Stout made with Madagascar vanilla beans and locally roasted Alabaster

coffee. Dark Munich and chocolate malts combine to create a well-balanced, flavorful
porter with a fresh roasted coffee aroma. Savor ’til the last drop!
Newbold delivers an intensity of flavors. Brewed and dry-hopped with plenty of
Amarillo hops, this beer exhibits the citrusy flavors and aromas that India Pale lovers
crave.
A Scottish style ale made with smoked malt. A mild smoky aroma with a subtle smoke
flavor that finishes with a malty sweetness.

Smoked Scottish
Ale

Winter
Wonder Oat
Stout

flavors of coffee and chocolate.

Dry Stout - Nitro

Vanilla Coffee
Stout

coffee.

Sweet Stout/ Coffee
Stout

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.8 Pouring with a dark brown-orange color, faint notes of bread and dark fruits.

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.8 A new release from Riepstine’s brings us back to a favorite snack of our youth. With

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 A robust brown Porter made with dark roasted malts and Cascade hops. Hints of

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 A Scottish style ale made with smoked malt. A mild smoky aroma with a subtle smoke

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 A robust brown Porter made with dark roasted malts and Cascade hops. Hints of

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

8.0 A double IPA with moderate bitterness and AGGRESSIVE hop flavor and aroma.

Riepstine’s
Pub
Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

7.8 Our version of a classic Belgian Style Farmhouse Ale, the unique flavors and aromas

Williamsport
PA

6.7 A Milkshake I.P.A. ! Shake It Up I.P.A. - A milkshake I.P.A. Brewed with lactose sugar,

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 An American I.P.A. using the same malts a hops as Riepstine’s flagship Alpha Deuce

Williamsport
PA

12.0 It’s Back… If you ever wondered why Rudolph nose shined so bright… Reindeer Fuel.

Belgian Strong Ale

Riepstine’s
Pub

NewBerry
Wheat

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 An Irish style Red Ale brewed with generous amounts of Crystal and Munich malts.

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.2 Riepstine’s version of a classic Oktoberfest Lager. Rich malty lager beer with a

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.2 A Belgian Style Saison with a refreshing addition of cucumbers. This Saison was

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

Steam Donkey
Dunkelweizen

Finishing with more bread crust, dark fruits, banana, clove.

Dunkelweizen

Fluff N' Nut
Brown Ale

notes of Vanilla and peanut butter this brown ale is the one that will make everyone
at the lunch table jealous.

Brown Ale
(*Contains
Peanuts*)

Jaysburg
Porter

chocolate and subtle coffee flavors. Medium/Light bodied.

Porter

Timbertown
Scottish

flavor that finishes with a malty sweetness.

Smoked Scottish
Ale

Jaysburg
Porter

chocolate and subtle coffee flavors. Medium/Light bodied.

Porter

Alpha Deuce
IPA

Balanced by a solid malt backbone.

Imperial IPA

7th

ward saison
Saison

Shake It Up
I.P.A.

are produced when the yeast ferments at a high temperature.
vanilla beans, strawberry purée, and Double Dry Hopped with

Imperial IPA

Alpha Minor
IPA

I.P.A. This is a slightly less hoppy and lower alcohol I.P.A. with a good balance. AKA
baby Deuce.

IPA

Reindeer Fuel

A Belgian strong dark beer made with local PA Honey and finished with 120lbs of red
raspberries. Limit 2 - 12oz servings
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The very popular fruit wheat beer from Riepstine’s. This time they used fresh
blueberries, blackberries & raspberries. Drinks like a beer with a fruit wine-like taste.

Wheat Ale

Round Hills
Red

Balanced with English Fuggles and East Kent Golding hops

Irish Red Ale

Rieptoberfest
Lager

smooth clean finish

Lager - Amber

Saison de
Concombre

fermented in the traditional manor at a higher temperature allowing some subtle
fruit and spice notes to emerge.

Fruit Saison

Arch Street
Wheat

5

Riepstine’s lightest offering yet full bodied. American Wheat Ale made with Cascade
and Liberty hops.

American Wheat
Ale/ Blonde

Pitch Black
Lager
Schwarzbier

6.0 This is a German style lager called Schwarzbier. A very mild tasting lager with

bittersweet notes of chocolate, coffee, and a hint of vanilla. Finishes clean and dry.

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

8.2 Rich dark chocolate cherry aroma. Dark chocolate balanced with a subtle sweet and

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.1 A Czech style pilsner beer, brewed with Czech Saaz hops and German pilsner malt.

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

7.0 Peanut Butter and Jelly in a glass. 100% grape juice was used for the jelly and peanut

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.5 A Porter brewed with real pumpkin, brown sugar, cinnamon, allspice, nutmeg, and

Williamsport
PA

7.7 An IPA with very little bitterness, with juicy tropical fruit like flavors and aroma

IPA

Riepstine’s
Pub

Pappy’s ESB
Extra Special

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.8 An English style ale. “Extra Special Bitter” Despite the name this ale is not very bitter,

Williamsport
PA

7.1 Their first Pro Am beer. Home Brewer Chris Kuriga joined with head Brewer Bart, to

IPA

Riepstine’s
Pub

NewBerry
Wheat Tropical

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.0 The very popular fruit wheat beer from Riepstine’s. This time they used Strawberry,

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

5.0 A Blonde Ale brewed with Lemon Grass, Lemon Peel, and Coriander. Fermented with

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

4.8 The little baby brother to their Timbertown Scottish ale. This smoked session drinks

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

6.3 A Wheat "White" beer made with coriander and bitter orange peel. Hopped with

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Export
PA

5.3 This Babbling Blonde Beer is as crisp as it comes! With a subtle malt flavor and a

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Export
PA

6.1 crisp coriander, sweet orange, and grains of paradise to enhance an aromatic malt

Export
PA

4.8

Fruit Beer

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Headless
Wylie’s

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Export
PA

8.1

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Export
PA

9.3 This one is for the Irish in every one of us! Blessed with the perfect flavor

Chocolate
Covered
Cherry Stout

tart cherry finish.

Stout - American
Imperial / Double

Port Pride
Pilsner

Slightly bitter with a clean crisp hoppy finish.

Pilsener

Lunch Box
Wheat

powder.
**Allergy warning contains peanuts**

Amber Ale / Fruit
Beer

Jack's Hollow
Pumpkin
Porter

fresh grated ginger root.

Pumpkin / Yam
Beer

Nor'Easter

it is malty and smooth. Served on Nitro to recreate a English Pub Ale.

Bitter
Nitro

Riepin' Rye IPA

create this hoppy Rye IPA, brewed with Simcoe, Citra, and Mosaic hops.

Peach, Mango, and Pineapple. Drinks like a beer with a fruit wine-like taste.

Wheat Ale

Sawdust
Summer ale

a German Ale yeast.

Blonde Ale/ Fruit
Beer

Smoked
Session Ale

easy with mild malt body and a light smoke finish.

Session Ale

Wood Hick
White IPA

generous amounts of Falconers Flight and Cascade.

Wheat IPA

Babbling
Blonde

gentle hop touch, this beer will turn the big brewery fans into LOCAL brewery fans!
All the Wylie, experienced micro drinkers will be pleasantly surprised

Blonde Ale

Greatful White
Whitbier

Hala Kahiki

character that will have your taste buds dancing into the promised land. Try our
tribute beer that is as eclectic as our grateful friends.
The name "Hala Kahiki" (Hah-lah-kah-hee-kee), originates from the Hawaiian words
for pineapple. This sweet and refreshing beer will take you away… have a sip… grab a
lei!
With a punch that could have knocked the Headless Horseman off his horse, this fullbodied, HIGH GRAVITY pumpkin beer is perfect to calm a scary situation.

Spice/Herb
Vegetable
(Pumpkin Ale)

Patrick’s
Poison
American Strong ale

combination of hops, this Irish red will put the Saint in your soul! Cheers to this high
gravity offering and the good things that will come!

Rivertowne
Brewing Co.

Export
PA

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

4.5 The Spring variation of their popular line of wheat ales. Light body and mild

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

4.5 A refreshing summer wheat ale. Light body and mild sweetness frame the familiar

State College
PA

6.0 Chocolate and caramel malts imbue this brew with a rich, roasty sweetness. Low hop

Porter

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

Nitro
Big Willie
Scarlet

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

4.5 A refreshing summer wheat ale. Light body and mild sweetness frame the familiar

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

5.0 A sweet milk stout served exclusively on the nitro tap. Tastes a little like chocolate

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

5.7 A malty, flavorful brew with an alluring garnet hue. Wisps of tropical fruit aroma

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.
Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

5.5 Pouring a burnished orange-gold, this oktoberfest lager may be Robin Hoods

Robin Hood
Brewing Co.

State College
PA

9.0

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

4.6 At the end of a long work day you deserve to pry off your boots and enjoy a little

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.0 A Belgian-style Witbier brewed with coriander, bitter orange peel and sweet orange

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.0 Banana flavors give way to a peanut butter aroma and subtle peanut butter flavor.

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

7.7 A collision course between the hoppiness you love

Rudolph’s
Red

8.1 This medium bodied holiday red is delightfully pleasing with just enough kick to warm
your nose and guide you through any holiday night! With a subtle cinnamon finish
this is the time to join those reindeer games!!

Imperial Red Ale

Pomegranate
Wheat

sweetness with a light pomegranate flavor.

Fruit Beer

Nitro

Blueboary
Wheat

blueberry flavor and wafting aroma of this crisp modern classic. Pale straw in color.

Fruit Beer

F. Tuck Porter

bitterness. Perfect for chasing the winter chills away.
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Imperial Red Ale

Jul-IPA
IPA - Imperial /
Double

BlueBoary
Wheat

An Imperial Red Ale made with traditional floor-malted English barley. Burgundy
color. Notes of deep earth, pine, caramel, honey, summer pollen, and toasted sugar.
Moderate to strong hop character.

8.25 This is a small batch release of a juicy and full bodied New England Style IPA. Notes of
mango and honey dew finishing with very little bitterness.

blueberry flavor and wafting aroma of this crisp modern classic. Pale straw in color.

Wheat

Nitro

Maiden Milk
Stout

milk!

Stout - Milk /
Sweet

Nitro
King Richard
Red Ale

draw you in for your first sip. Moderate hoppiness is offset by its sumptuous body.

Red ale

Nitro

Bulls IPA
American IPA

Frost Autumn
IPA
IPA

Ich Bin Ein
Robinschlager

6

State College 8.25 A medium amber colored IPA, with a biscuit flavored malt profile. Summit, Columbus,
PA
Mosaic, Citra, and Simcoe hops impart a potent, fruity hop character. This unfiltered
IPA is perfect for a cool fall evening.

Oktoberfest Lager

Mocha Snow
Porter
Porter
Nitro

Blue Collar
Blonde
Blonde ale

Wanderlust
Witbier
Witbier

Fools Gold
Imperial Peanut
Butter Hefeweizen

Train Wreck
Imperial APA
IPA - American

Exuberant pine and citrus notes frame this American IPA’s balanced body, clean
flavors and precise finish.

prettiest beer. The malt profile is medium bodied, mildly toasty and nutty with
wafting caramel notes, for good measure finished with a light touch of German Noble
Hops.
Mocha Snow Porter: A robust porter, done Robin Hood-style! Silky malt body,
sumptuous mocha flavor. Brewed with milk sugar, Ghanaian cacao nibs, and lightlyroasted coffee beans.

refreshment. Our crisp, Blonde Ale has been brewed to deliver both the drinkability
you desire and the flavor you crave.
peel. Smooth and light with subtle notes of orange and light spice make for a
extremely drinkable beer.

from an India Pale Ale and the malty balance of an
American Pale Ale.

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

6.5 India Pale Ale with Black Tea & Peach.

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.0 Banana flavors give way to a peanut butter aroma and subtle peanut butter flavor.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.3 A rich and full-bodied porter brewed with natural hazelnut and cacao, Snow Flyer

Porter

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Wolf King
Warrior

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.2 This Imperial Stout is brewed with hints of Warrior One coffee - an organic, shade-

Mifflinburg
PA

8.0 Subtle mint & chocolate flavors lead into a slightly sweet, medium-bodied stout.

Stout - Other

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Fog Monster
NEIPA

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

6.8 Juicy fruit and pronounced hop characteristics, medium body, and a mild bitter finish

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.3 In 1810, to commemorate his wedding, Prince Ludwig of Bavaria organized a horse

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.2

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

9.3 This Limited release From Rusty Rail has mild notes of plumb that merry well with the

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.3 This intense brown ale is well balanced with notes of chocolate, clove and cinnamon

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

9.2 Sweet plum flavors are complemented by a subtle dark chocolate finish

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

7.7 Hopped five times, with Citra Hops, this Pale Ale delivers a robust aroma with hints of

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

4.6 At the end of a long work day you deserve to take off your gloves, pry off your boots

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.5 This pale ale pours with a reddish orange haze and the aroma of citrus and fresh

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.2 This brown ale pours with a rich dark brown color with subtle nutty notes from pecan

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.5 A very Sessionable ale with light malt notes of caramel malt and subtle hints of lime

Model Tea IPA
IPA - American

Fools Gold
Imperial Peanut
Butter Hefeweizen

Nitro
Snow flyer

marks the brewery’s third seasonal release.

grown blend from Costa Rica. Through a partnership with Lycoming College and
Golden Valley Farm Coffee Roasters, sales of this coffee help fund study and research
opportunities in the developing world.

Imperial Stout

Nitro
Mint To Be

IPA - New
England

NOktoberfest
Rye Ale With
Blood Orange

Waffle Sauce
Maple Pecan
Imperial Brown
Ale

Belgian Strong
with Plum and
cocao

race for all of his subjects. The five-day event gave birth to the German tradition of
Oktoberfest and, eventually, the American tradition of brewing sweet German lagers
for fall. Well, this is not an Oktoberfest.
Sweet Maple flavor & aroma, with a subtle pecan flavor on the finish.

a light Belgian yeast finish and subtle notes of chocolate in the body.

Belgian Strong

Imperial Spiced
Brown
Imperial Brown Ale

Plums Up
Belgian Strong
Dark Ale

Trails End Pale
Ale
Pale ale

Blue Collar
Raspberry
Blonde Ale

upfront from the heavy additions of chocolate malt and spices, finishing with subtle
notes of bitter orange peel.

melon, grapefruit and passion fruit. The clean finish of this ale makes it a fitting
session beer for whichever trail you choose to travel.

and enjoy a little refreshment. Our crisp, Blonde Ale has been brewed to deliver both
the drinkability you desire and the flavor you crave. Addition: Red Raspberry Puree

Blonde ale/ Fruit
beer

Side Track #1
Blood Orange
Pale ale

Squeezed orange. Centennial, Chinook, German Hallertau additions help this pale all
finish with a large hop influence.

Pale ale

Side Track #15
Maple Pecan
Imperial Brown
ale

and a sweetness from the maple Syrup addition.

Imperial Brown ale

Side Track #20
Lime Ginger
Copper Ale

and ginger.

American Amber /
Red
Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

5.3 A smooth yet bold and smoky flavor up front, Finishing with notes of chocolate malt

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

8.2 This Imperial Stout is brewed with hints of Warrior One coffee - an organic, shade-

Rusty Rail
Brewing Co.

Mifflinburg
PA

6.1 This white IPA from Rusty Rail pours a hazy light gold with slight fruity nots from

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

4.9 A light bodied golden beer, typically brewed in the Cologne area of Germany. The

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

5.8

Chester County
Bitter

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

3.6 This traditional British Ale is authentic cask conditioned beer with a smooth malt

Grisette

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

5.6

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

4.6

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

6.5 A malty, full-bodied red ale made with traditional mulling spices of Ginger, Clove, All

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

4.9 Bronze Medal, GABF 2002. A German style Golden Lager beer brewed with imported

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

5.2 An unfiltered Pils dry hopped with Hallertau Blanc and Hüll Melon, two of the newer

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

4.9 This new Irish-style red ale, brewed in honor of St. Patrick's Day, is made with British

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

6.2

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

3.6

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

8.5 Odyssey is an Imperial, or Double, IPA brewed with an assortment of hop varieties,

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

5.1

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

4.9 Gold Medal, GABF 2000, 2007; A Northern German style Pilsner brewed with

Smoked Porter
With Vanilla

and vanilla bean.

Porter

Wolf King
Warrior

grown blend from Costa Rica. Through a partnership with Lycoming College and
Golden Valley Farm Coffee Roasters, sales of this coffee help fund study and research
opportunities in the developing world.

Imperial Stout

Swing Tree
White IPA

Mosaic Hops addition and apricot puree.

White IPA

Macht Schnell
Kolsch
Kolsch

Sly Fox
Oktoberfest

first beer brewed five years ago on our new German brewhouse in Pottstown, which
couldn't get operating fast enough in our minds. A wonderfully refreshing session
beer.
Traditional Oktoberfest beer is a medium-bodied, smooth and malty brew made with
German Vienna malts and German hops.

Oktoberfest/Märzen

Belgian-style
Farmhouse Ale

SRT
(Schuylkill River
Trail)

profile balance by a subtle hop presence. Dry-hopping in the cask produces an
enticing hop aroma in this quaffable session ale.
Grisette is a Belgian-style ale brewed in the Hainaut province to be the beer of the
miners in the area, just as Saison was the beer of the farmers. It was lighter than
Saison and frequently contained wheat as well as barley malt (as does the Sly Fox
version). Derived from the French word for "gray," referring to the young women
(the Grisettes) who doled out pints as the men exited from the mines.
Sly Fox Brewing Company presents SRT Ale—a golden, hop-forward American pale
ale and a salute to the beautiful Schuylkill River Trail.

American Pale Ale

Christmas Ale
Spiced Red Ale

Helles Golden
Lager

Spice, Cinnamon, and Nutmeg. If this one doesn't get you into the Christmas spirit,
you truly are a Scrooge.
German Pils and Carmel malt and Saaz and Hallertauer hops. Golden in color and
medium-bodied with a gentle,dry finish.

Dortmunder/Helles

Brewer Select
Dry Hopped
Pils

hop varieties from Bavaria. Both hops have more pronounced floral and tropical fruit
overtones, while still retaining the character of the more traditional Noble hops
classically used in Pilsner beers.

Pilsner

Seamus Red
Irish Ale

360 IPA
India Pale Ale

O’Reilly’s Stout
Stout

pale and crystal malts and hopped with Centennial (bittering) and East Kent Golding
(aroma). Seamus Red is nicely balanced, smooth drinking and has a delightful hop
finish.
Brewed with a combination of Bravo, Cascade, Centennial, & Lemondrop hops. This
effervescent brew, in a can that drinks like a glass, shows off the full flavor and aroma
of this dry hopped IPA.
A blend of two row malt, black, roasted and chocolate malts with a small amount of
wheat added to give it a creamy head retention. Served on Nitrogen.

Nitro

Odyssey
Imperial IPA

Phoenix Pale
Ale
American Pale Ale

Pikeland
Pilsner
Pilsener

and lots of them! Near orange in color, Odyssey is medium-bodied and (obviously)
hoppy, with pleasant alcohol hints in the nose and finish.
A bold American Pale Ale brewed with British pale and crystal malts and hopped with
Centennial and Cascade hops from the Pacific Northwest. Copper in color, mediumbodied and spicy.
imported German Pils malt and hopped with German and Czech hops. Light in body,
light straw in color and dry. Brewed with imported German Pils malt and hopped
with German and Czech hops.

Royal Weisse
German Hefeweizen

Big Gruesome
Imperial Stout

Sly Fox
Brewing Co.

Pottstown
PA

5.4 A Bavarian style Wheat Beer brewed with German Pils and Wheat malts and hopped

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

8.5

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

6.8 They say grapefruit and they mean it. With a nose of super grapefruit with a pulpy

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

8.1 Kerplunk! Imperial Chocolate Stout is named for the delicious sound made as large

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

8.5 Creamy, malty, and full-bodied, Roasty flavor from chocolate malt and raw cocoa

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

8.2 Imperial stout brewed with a generous amount of chocolate malt blended with and

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

7.7 Our juiciest beer features ripe mango and tropical hop aroma on the nose followed

Spring House
Brewing Co.

Conestoga
PA

4.7 Diabolical Doctor Wit is a white ale brewed in the authentic Belgian style. This

(Chocolate Peanut
Butter)
Nitro

Lexicon Devil
Grapefruit Pale
Ale

with Hersbrucker hops. This beer is served unfiltered in a traditional wheat beer
glass. Medium bodied, tan in color, fruity
Creamy, malty, and full-bodied, with a roasty flavor from chocolate malt and raw
cocoa nibs, aged on whole vanilla beans and more raw cocoa nibs to enhance the
chocolate flavors with rich peanut butter introduced throughout the entire brewing
process. **ON NITRO**

aroma, very juicy with a grapefruit finish that lingers. For those of you who seek out
citrus IPAs, your welcome.

Fruit Beer/ Pale
ale

Kerplunk
Imperial
Chocolate
Stout

amounts of Wilbur chocolate and west coast hops are added directly into the
simmering brew kettle. This hefty black Imperial-style stout boasts a rich caramel
sweetness lavished by a robust, deep-roasted heartiness you can sink your two front
teeth into.

American Double /
Imperial Stout

Big Gruesome
Imperial Stout

nibs, aged on whole vanilla beans and more raw cocoa nibs to enhance the chocolate
flavors with rich peanut butter introduced throughout the entire brewing process.

(Chocolate Peanut
Butter)

Irish Donut
Coffee Cream
Stout

Irish Creme Coffee for a smooth mocha finish. Poured on nitro.

American Double /
Imperial Stout

Shemonster
Mango IPA

by a mild bitterness from the Citra and Falconer’s Flight hops and some alcohol
warmth to balance out the sweetness of the fresh mango.

IPA

Diabolical Dr.
Wit
Witbier

Weizenbock
Weizenbock

Stoudt's Fat
Dog

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 8.5

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 9.0 A unique ale merging the smooth and complex richness of an Oatmeal Stout with the
assertive hoppiness of and Imperial Stout. Silky black in color with a prominent
roasted malt character with a chocolate and coffee-like finish.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 8.5 With sweet light notes of roasted coffee and smoke, this light bodied porter finishing
with notes of sweet toffee and caramel.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 5.0 This English-style ale is brewed with Marris Otter and Caramel malts for a rich,
reddish-copper color and smooth malty palate. The use of bittering and aroma
addition hops balances the regal, sweet maltiness and imparts a softly perfumed
aroma

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 5 ? this beer pours light red with white head and Leaves a lot of lacing in the glass. Solid
banana and clove with a hint of cherry on the nose. Nice banana and clove with a
touch of tartness on the finish.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 6.8 India Pale Ale dry hoped with a ridiculous amount of Citra and mosaic hop.

Imperial Oatmeal
Stout

Hobo Eds
Imperial Coffee
Porter

Belgian style Wit starts off with a wheat base and is left unfiltered. It is then carefully
spiced with coriander and bitter orange peel and aged with lavender to introduce a
unique floral bouquet that complements this complex yet refreshing fruity thirst
quencher.
The German-style Weizenbock is a wheat version of a German-style bock, or a bigger
and beefier dunkelweizen. With flavors of bready malt and dark fruits like plum,
raisin, and grape. Balanced clove-like phenols and fruity, banana-like ester aroma.

Porter – Imperial
Double

Scarlet Lady
Extra Special /
Strong Bitter

Nitro

Cherry
Hefeweizen
Hefeweizen

Gearshifter IPA
IPA - American

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 6.4 This full bodied porter was brewed using several specialty malts to give it a deep dark
color and rich flavor profile. In addition to the specialty malts in this brew, 20% of the
grain bill was made up of rye malt giving this porter a wonderfully spicy malt
complexity. The robust dark malts combined with spicy rye give this beer a truly
unique flavor profile!

Stoudt’s
Double Bock

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 7.8 This traditional German-style Doppelbock is a deep reddish/brown in color with a
complex toasted malt & caramel aroma and flavor. Lagered slow & cold, this full
Bodied lager is so big you may want to eat it with a spoon.

Stoudts Vanilla
Porter

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 6.0 This rich, full-bodied porter was brewed using several types of specialty malts to give
it a deep, dark color. The use of both vanilla extract as well as whole vanilla beans in
the brewing process lends to its wonderful flavor profile and delicate sweetness.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 9.5 Stoudt's Double IPA is a strong, full-bodied ale with an intense hop character and
deep golden color. Multiple kettle hop additions and generous dry hopping
contribute to the powerful yet smooth and fragrant hop character of this beer, with a
bitterness of more than 75 IBU's.
Adamstown PA 6.0 This is a high gravity interpretation of the classic German style black lager. Generous
amounts of dehusked German barley were used to give the beer its dark color. This
coupled with lower hopping rates lends to a smooth flavor with a medium body and
mildly warming finish.

Stoudts Rye
Porter
(Brewers
Reserve)
Porter

American Porter

Stout’s Double
IPA
Imperial IPA

Brewer's
Reserve:
Imperial
Schwarzbier

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Schwarzbier

Stout’s old
Abominable

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 8.5 This full bodied beer was brewed with 80% Marris Otter malt, and a single variety of
Domestic hops, in attempt to blend the English and American versions of the style.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 5.0 This medium-bodied amber colored beer elegantly combines a touch of malty
sweetness with a subtle aromatic hop character. A traditional German-style
Oktoberfest, this beer is brewed with the finest imported ingredients.

Stoudts
Brewing Co.

Adamstown PA 4.6 This refreshing Session IPA is brewed using 2-row pale malts with a touch of caramel
malt for a clean slightly sweet finish. Late hop additions in the kettle, whirlpool and
fermenter of two domestically grown hops create a supreme hop flavor and aroma
profile.
Adamstown PA 6.0 Fourplay IPA started as a four part single hop series and featured the same malt
recipe in each providing a full bodied malt backbone to compliment the abundance
of a hop flavor.

Barleywine - English

Stoudts
Oktoberfest
Märzen /
Oktoberfest

The Quaffer
IPA
Session IPA

Fourplay IPA
IPA - American

Stoudts
Brewing Co.
Straub
Brewery

St. Marys
PA

5.3 This year’s Groundhog Brew is a German-Style Altbier. Bavarian brewers invented

Straub
Brewery

St. Marys
PA

7.0 Hyner View is a small park with one of the most breathtaking mountain and valley

St. Marys
PA

5.5

Hefeweizen

Straub
Brewery

Straub
Oktoberfest

Straub
Brewery

St. Marys
PA

5.7

Straub
Brewery

St. Marys
PA

6.9

Straub
Brewery

St. Marys
PA

5.3

Groundhog
Brew

lager beer in the 16th century. Before that, the old style of brewing utilized ale yeast.
"Alt" is German for old, so the "Altbier" is made "in the old German style."

Altbier

20 Rock
Doppelbock
Doppelbock

Smooth Eddy

Oktoberfest/Märzen

Boulder Bock
Maibock / Heller
(Helles) Bock

Straub Vienna
Style Lager
Vienna Lager

views in Pennsylvania. 20 Rock is a reference to a memorial monolith at the Park that
is dedicated to the 20 state forests of PA and the fire wardens that help protect the
forests. This traditional Bavarian style beer was a favorite of Peter Straub, who in the
late 19th Century would brew a special winter bock for those cold snowy days that
Pennsylvania is known for.
This is a traditional Bavarian-style Hefeweizen. Pouring a hazy-golden yellow, typical
of Hefeweizens. The aroma is dominated by pleasant banana esters and the taste is
refreshing and spicy, with some subtle clove notes.
Brewed in the classic Oktoberfest & Marzen style, they used three German malts to
provide the rich, bready malt character that fills the aroma and taste. The mild hop
bitterness balances the sweetness and creates a balanced "festbier" for your
enjoyment.
Boulder Bock is offered in recognition of the countless trails, scenic views, hills,
mountains, and natural formations located throughout the PA Wilds™ region. It
speaks to the adventure seekers everywhere, who like to hike, climb, hunt, or simply
find that certain kind of satisfaction from experiencing the natural prominence of the
northern Pennsylvania wilderness.
One of three new Specialty Styles offered by Straub. This all-malt, amber lager is our
take on the classic style from Viennese and Munich brewing traditions. This Vienna
Lager is above all a balanced beer, with just enough flavor and aroma to please a
wide range of drinkers.

Blizzard of
Hops

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

6.0 The hop cycle comes to a close with Blizzard of Hops. We salute hop growers around

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

7.5 Nugget Nectar Ale will take hopheads to nirvana with a heady collection of Nugget,

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

6.2 Hop Knife Harvest Ale recognizes the tradition of hand-harvesting hops at their peak.

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

6.2 It's summertime. Hop bines are growing up to 6 inches a day. Hibiscus is in full

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

4.8

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

6.0 Troegs HopBack Amber gets its unique name and taste from the HopBack Vessel in

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA
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Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

9.0

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

7.1

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

5.2 You know how a familiar guitar riff can take you to a great moment? Solid Sender Ale

Tröegs
Brewing Co.

Hershey
PA

4.7 Troegs Sunshine Pils is hand-crafted in our small brewery using only malted barley,

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

8.7

Victory
Brewing Co.
Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

9.5

Downingtown
PA

5.5 Complex aromas of melon, pine, green grass, and citrus rind mingle in this crystal

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

4.7 This Berliner Weisse pours with fluffy white foam. Malt aromas combine with woody,

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

5.2 Blackboard (#5) Cream Ale with Cold Brew Coffee. Fragrant coffee aromas surface

the world. Enjoy the fruits of their labor and savor sticky notes of citrus & pine with
this revitalizing winter IPA.

IPA

Nugget Nectar
Imperial

Warrior and Tomahawk hops. Base ingredients of HopBack Amber Ale, Nugget Nectar
intensifies the malt and hop flavors to create an explosive hop experience.

Amber Ale/
IPA

Hop Knife
Harvest Ale

Our HopCyclone process creates a spiral of hop dispersal during fermentation,
releasing a bounty of citrus, resin & tropical aromas.

American IPA

Crimson Pistil
American IPA

DreamWeaver
Wheat
Hefeweizen

HopBack
Amber Ale

Mad-Elf
Belgian Strong
Dark Ale

Nimble Giant
Imperial IPA

Nitro
Chocolate
Stout

bloom. And in Crimson Pistil, the two get in a glorious tangle of berry-like tanginess,
sunset technicolor and sticky tropical notes.
The dream begins with open top fermentation. At high krausen a foamy, rocky yeast
head crests the sides of the fermenter releasing notes of black pepper and spicy
clove. Unfiltered and cloudy with yeast, it's slightly tart & downright refreshing.
their brew house. Packed full of whole flower hops, each batch circulates through the
vessel, creating a fresh hoppy aroma, spicy taste and rich caramel notes that defines
this signature amber ale.
The combination of Cherries, Honey, and Chocolate Malts delivers gentle fruits and
subtle spices. Fermented and aged with a unique yeast, this ruby red beer has
significant warming strength that underlies the character of this Ale.
Limit 2 - 12oz servings
Beginning as an experiment with mosaic hops, and after six scratch batches it
became Nimble Giant. The layers of Mosaic, Azacca, and Simcoe hops take over your
senses. Mango, tropical fruit and creamsicle notes give the beer a silky, juicy
underbelly that builds to a punch in the face grapefruit rind, honeysuckle and
pineapple.
Six different malt varieties, cacao nibs, dark chocolate, lactose, oats, and vanilla
combine to produce a decadent Chocolate Stout with a lush, velvety texture and rich,
smooth finish.

American Stout
Nitro

Solid Sender
Ale

delivers a dynamic, dependable rhythm of caramel malt and Cascade hops. It’s the
perfect beer to get stuck in your head.

Ale

Sunshine Pils
Pilsener

DirtWolf
Double IPA
Imperial IPA

Sour Monkey
American Wild Ale

Anniversary 20
Experimental
IPA

noble hops and bottom-fermenting yeast. This pilsner delivers a refreshing hop
bitterness and a zesty, vibrant finish.
DirtWolf Double IPA is the culmination of Victory’s double IPA series experiment with
whole flower American-grown hops. Whole flower Citra, Chinook, Simcoe and Mosaic
hops, blends the powerful citrus aroma and fruity flavors, with the piney, earthy
floral notes found in these intriguing hop varieties.
This is Sour Monkey and yes it is a sour Brettanomyces fermented version of Victory’s
classic Golden Monkey.
clear, blonde ale. Flavors of mango and cantaloupe mix with a touch of malty
sweetness, followed by a pleasantly bitter, crisp finish that rounds out this hoppy
brew.

IPA

Blackboard #3
Berliner
Weisse with
Elderflower

spicy, and vanilla notes. Tart and sour flavors balance well with a floral, mildly sweet
finish.

Berliner Weisse
(Sour)

Blackboard
(#5) Cream Ale
With Cold
Brew Coffee

from this smooth cream ale. Cold-brewed coffee adds rich, roasty notes to this
medium-bodied and effervescent brew.

Cream Ale

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

5.5 Spicy aromas and a heavy hop presence mingle with moderate Brettanomyces

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

7.5 Sweet meets savory in our Black Forest Cake Stout with Cherry. Roasted Malt

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

9.5 Enchanting and enlightening, this golden, frothy ale boasts an intriguing herbal

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

9.5 Fully juicy in its citrus character with the pleasantly sharp, biting edges of tart fruit

Downingtown
PA

6.7

IPA

Victory
Brewing Co.

DirtWolf
Double IPA

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

8.7 DirtWolf Double IPA is the culmination of Victory’s double IPA series experiment with

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

8.7 This dark amber wheat beer features fruity and spicy aromas galore with flavors of

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

5.2

Downingtown
PA

10

Sour/Wild Ale

Victory
Brewing Co.

Victory Java
Cask

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown 14.3
PA

Downingtown
PA

5.5

IPA - American

Victory
Brewing Co.

Blood Orange
IPA with Agave

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

7.0

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown 12.0 Join the Jubilee as we toast 21 years of Victory! This lush and decadent Biere de
PA
Champagne has been fermented with Champagne yeast to marry the lively and
effervescent character of sparkling wines with the rich, fruit-forward flavors of
Belgian-style ales. German Blanc hops impart aromas of pear, apple, and white grape
while citrus and spice flavors culminate in a crisp, wine-like finish.
* Limit 2 - 12oz Servings*
Downingtown 6.5 Vital IPA is packed full of fresh, crisp and fruity notes driven by whole flower
PA
American hops and robust German malts. You’ll find it bright, delightfully aromatic
and complex, leaving you with dry, spicy satisfaction.
Downingtown 4.7 Effervescent and sublime, this session ale has an enticing and satisfying cherry fruit
PA
character. European tradition and American ingenuity come together in the truest
sense.

Blackboard
Series DryHopped Brett
Pils

character in this unique, bold pils. Earthy, woody flavors give way to a dry finish with
crisp, lingering bitterness and a touch of funk.

Sour/Wild Ale

Blackboard
Series (no. 7)
Black Forest
Cake Stout

balances out lush cherry flavor and ends with a bittersweet finish.

Stout - American

Golden
Monkey

aroma, warming alcohol esters on the tongue and light, but firm body to finish. Exotic
spices add subtle notes to both the aroma and flavor. Strong, sensual and satisfying.

Abbey Tripel

Hop Ranch
American Double /
Imperial IPA

HopDevil

whole flower American-grown hops. Whole flower Citra, Chinook, Simcoe and Mosaic
hops, blends the powerful citrus aroma and fruity flavors, with the piney, earthy
floral notes found in these intriguing hop varieties.

Imperial IPA

Nitro
Moonglow
Weizen
Weizen Bock

Summer Love
Golden ale
Blonde ale

Tart Ten

Imperial Stout

4 Front IPA

IPA

Victory Jubilee
Belgian Strong Ale

Vital IPA
IPA

Kirsch Gose
Fruit Beer/ Sour

Victory
Brewing Co.
Victory
Brewing Co.

and bitterness, Hop Ranch Imperial India Pale Ale traces its roots to Victory’s Ranch
series, a unique and comprehensive study of hops in which Brewmasters
experimented with different hop varieties to showcase a range of flavor profiles.
Bold, spicy and menacingly delicious, this American-hopped India Pale Ale offers an
aromatic punch and then follows through with a lasting, full-bodied finish.

citrus and harvest fruit. Moonglow typifies the traditional weizenbock-style enjoyed
throughout Bavaria. Left unfiltered, its unique yeast strain gives it a radiance all its
own.
Summer of Love Ale is a golden ale made with pale malts, German hops and
Brandywine River water. This specific style of beer was chosen because it has a broad
appeal and will be accessible for casual beer drinkers, but will still retain exciting hop
notes.
Belgium’s vast history of brewing and beer styles has inspired Victory for decades.
Settling in on the comfort a dubbel ale provides, we sparked that style up a bit with
brettanomyces fermentation. The result is rich in flavor but light in body—sharp in
impression but smooth in finish.
Depth, complexity and richness occur when delicious ale ages in a barrel, just as
friendship grows over the years. This stout was created in collaboration with our
friends from Philadelphia’s Standard Tap and Johnny Brenda’s restaurants. Using
their delicious hand-roasted JB’s Coffee, our bourbon barrels deliver a bold and
robust, chocolate malt-tinged stout. We invite you to toast the Victory of friendship
and beer with Java Cask! * Limit 2 - 12oz Servings*
Pours a deep golden yellow. Head is bright white and fluffy. Aroma and flavor are
both very tropical. Kiwi flesh, cantaloupe, herbal, tangy citrus bite. Lingering biscuit
chew with low bitterness
This rose-colored IPA explodes with citrus aromas, flavors of blood orange, and
smooth maltiness. A balanced finish ends with a sweetness from the agave syrup. It
really does taste like a delicious glass of juice.

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

9.1 Storm King is dense and full-bodied, with deep, dark chocolate flavors of roasted

Victory
Brewing Co.
Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

5.3 Heaps o’ hops are hiding under the full, frothy head of this elegant Pils. All German

Downingtown
PA

6.7 Bold, spicy and menacingly delicious, this American-hopped India Pale Ale offers an

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

8.3 Daringly dry hopped with loads of mighty whole flower American Hops, this juicy

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

7.5 Bursting with fresh peach and spice aromas, this Belgian-style blonde ale features

Victory
Brewing Co.

Downingtown
PA

6.7 A wheat ale, combining German wheat and barley malts, oats, torrified wheat and

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

9.5

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

7.3

Killa Pillz
Pilsner

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

7.5

Love Child
Belgian Strong

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

9.5

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

7.3

Voodoo
Brewery

Homestead
PA

7.2 Generous amounts of brown malt and marris otter malt make you want to love this

Wellsboro
House
Brewery

Wellsboro,
PA

5.2 Their brew in honor of the Trainstation Brewery, reflecting the “Railboss” in charge

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

12.7

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

11.1 Insanity, first released November 2004, is Weyerbacher's latest creation in the world

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

5.9

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

4.5 This 4.5% ABV Belgian-style ale is a refreshing golden ale with notes of apple, pear

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

9.3 Using premium Pilsener malts, candi-sugar, and yeast strains- all imported from

Storm King
Stout American

malts under a massive hop aroma, Storm King will assault your senses and then
soothe your soul.

Imperial Stout

Nitro
Prima Pils
Pilsener

HopDevil
IPA

malt subtleties linger beneath a long dry finish of this classy quencher.

aromatic punch and then follows through with a lasting, full-bodied finish. **limited
Release Nitro**

Nitro

Mighty Things
IPA - Imperial /
Double

Blackboard
(#6) Peach
Belgian Blonde
with Coriander

Imperial IPA imparts vivid aromas and notes of biting citrus.

stone fruit notes with a touch of sweetness and a refreshingly dry finish.

Blonde Ale - Belgian
Blonde / Golden

Winter Cheers
Hefeweizen

Gran Met
Belgian Strong Ale

HooDoo
IPA

Ale/Fruit Beer

White Magick
of the sun
Witbier

Wynona’s Big
Brown Ale

ale. Hopped with Simcoe, Amarillo and Northern Brewer to enhance the flavor and
the aroma of Wynona for your enjoyment! So get down with the brown.

Brown Ale

Rail Boss
American Amber /
Red

Sunday
Morning Stout
Imperial Stout

Insanity
Barley Wine
(Bourbon Barrel)

Last Chance
IPA
IPA
Mellow Monks
Ale

whole flower Tettnang and Citra hops, this fruity and warming holiday brew delivers
a refreshing finish, with spicy hints of banana, clove and citrus.
This Holy Grail of Belgian styles is on for the Connoisseur of Craft Beer. Voodoo uses a
special technique of adding the beet sugar to the ale as it is fermenting to soften the
alcohol flavor production.
This IPA ushers your soul down a twisted journey on the 7C’s. The 7C’s alchemic
concoction of 7 different hop varieties starting with the letter "C" conjures your taste
buds into a piney-citrus paradise fit for a Hoodoo doctor.
Matt has dubbed this a Voodooized Kellerbier by blending Czech, German, and Polish
style pilsners, creating a one-of-a-kind freakish hop monster of a beer. KillaPilz lays
the smackdown with its 8 varieties of European hops.
Voodoo Love Child is our Gran Met aged for three months on passion fruit, cherries,
and raspberries. This is unique to Lambics. So we feel, why should they get ale the
fun? This ale is inspired by fun, flavor, and a passion for brewing. We say, have a
couple and your own Voodoo Love Child later
White Magick of the Sun is a Voodoo-ized version of a white ale. This spicy wheat ale
is perfect for that true craft beer individual that seeks out beers of flavor and
integrity. Step into the Magick of the Sun.

who liked his coffee to start the day and a cold one to finish. A crisp, red ale steeped
with a Cameroon coffee. The deep notes of the coffee are reflected in this refreshing
ale.
Sunday Morning Stout, a barrel aged stout from brewmaster Chris Wilson and his
team at Weyerbacher. Aptly named too, as SMS is a stout aged in bourbon barrels
with coffee. The best part of waking up.
of cutting edge beers. Insanity is made by aging our perfectly balanced Blithering
Idiot Barleywine in oak bourbon casks. This incredible combination creates a melange
of flavors such as malt, dates, oak, vanilla, and bourbon just to name a few.
A full-flavored hop assault delightfully lacking in balance. A combination of
Centennial, Cascade, Simcoe and Columbus hops are used to produce pungent
aromas of grapefruit, pine and citrus

and banana. Reminiscent of Merry Monks with a more sessionable ABV.

Belgian Golden Ale

Merry Monks
Ale
Abby Triple

Belgium. To be true to the style, our Trippel is bottle conditioned. This means we add
a bit of candi-sugar and yeast just prior to bottling.

Sunday
Morning Stout
(2016 Vintage)

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

12.7 Sunday Morning Stout, a barrel aged stout from brewmaster Chris Wilson and his

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

11.8 TINY is a Belgian inspired Imperial Stout weighing in at 11.8% ABV. You’ll find big

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

8.0 Enjoyed alone as a winter-warmer or as the perfect finish to any fine meal, our

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

8.0 This pumpkin ale is the mother of all pumpkin ales. It is heartier, spicier and more

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

5.6 Brewed with deep-roasted chocolate malt, this brew has a warm, roasty flavor that

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

11.3 Sunday Morning Stout, with a twist, everything you’d expect from a traditional molé

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

9.3

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

5.6

Weyerbacher
Brewing Co.

Easton
PA

7.5

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

team at Weyerbacher. Aptly named too, as SMS is a stout aged in bourbon barrels
with coffee. The best part of waking up.

Imperial Stout

TINY
Belgian Imperial
Stout

Weyerbacher
Finally Legal
Imperial Stout

Weyerbacher
Quad
Abt/Quadrupel

Weyerbacher
Wit
Witbier

22nd
Anniversary
Ale

chocolate and roasted notes, balanced with the Belgian flavors from the Abbey yeast
strain. This beer is very smooth and lacks the astringency you sometimes find in
these Imperial Stouts Limit 2 12oz servings
13.5 Originally released in June 2016, this big stout is brewed with Munich malts, smoked
malts, cocoa nibs, cocoa powder and vanilla. Finally Legal has rich chocolate flavor
with hints of vanilla and a touch of smoky bacon. As if that’s not enough, we blended
this tasty brew with its bourbon barrel aged counterpart before packaging it for your
enjoyment.
11.9 Massively big and delicious, QUAD is an elegant and dark ale. Rich with complexity
and flavor, try savoring it after a long day or during a fine dinner. You also might
enjoy it as an aperitif or as an accompaniment to a dessert, but QUAD stands alone
quite well. We recommend enjoying QUAD in a brandy snifter or wineglass so you
can drink in the aroma of this fine elixir. * Limit 2 - 12oz Servings*
4.6 Wit is a crisp and hazy Belgian-Style Wit. Wit is Weyerbacher’s thirst-quenching
spring and early summer ale. The nose has a light spiciness from the coriander,
orange peel, grains of paradise, and star anise. The palate reveals a mild, refreshing
and effervescent wheat beer that finishes with just a hint of tartness.
11.1 Let's get some French toast! This big brew is rich & malt-forward with a complex
backbone of specialty malts, spices and orange peel. Sweet, bready, caramel flavors
should prevail along with hints of smoke, spice and citrus. Liquid version of a classic
breakfast…

Scotch Ale / Wee
Heavy

Weyerbacher
Raspberry
Imperial Stout

Raspberry Imperial Stout is a wonderfully full-flavored beer with just a "kiss" of
raspberry flavor. Available in the Winter months.

Imperial Stout

Weyerbacher
Imperial
Pumpkin Ale

“caramelly” and “pumpkiny” than its faint brethren! lots of pumpkin cinnamon,
nutmeg and a touch of cardamom and clove, giving this beer a spicy, full-bodied
flavor.

Pumpkin ale

Easton Brown
& Down

balances out with a slightly dry finish.

Brown ale

Sunday Mole
Stout
Imperial Stout

Berry Monks
Ale
Belgian Strong Ale

Winter Ale
Winter Ale

Sexy Mother
Pucker
Sour
Limited Release

Crafty
Cranberry
Cider
Cider

– coffee, chocolate, heat and smokiness. Coffee, followed by chocolate from
chocolate malt, cocoa powder and cacao nibs with a subtle lingering heat and
smokiness from ancho, pasilla, mulato and chipotle peppers, as well as
cinnamon.Limit 2 - 12oz servings
Berry Monks is a variation on their classic Belgian Tripel, Merry Monks, brewed with
cranberries, orange peel and ginger. This 9.3% ABV ale is ripe with apple and pear
notes, which blend nicely with the tartness of the cranberries, the citrus twist of the
orange peel and a touch of ginger.
Winner of a Silver Medal in the 1998 World Beer Championships, Weyerbacher
Winter Ale is brewed with deep-roasted chocolate malt. The taste predominates with
a warm, roasty flavor, balanced out with a slightly dry finish. It is smooth but not
cloying, with a warming belt of alcohol
Inspired by a classic beverage blending lemonade and iced tea, Sexy MotherPucker is
a 7.5% ABV sour ale with bright citrus notes. Amber hued, tangy and dry on the
palate, this tart beer nicely balances sour and malt with a late addition of Citra hops
to give it a nice citrus kick in both flavor and aroma

5.5 Crafted in the spirit of a traditional Champagne-style hard cider leaving out

sweeteners that some other ciders add. Made with local Pennsylvania pressed
apples, yeast and real cranberry juice. The result is a fresh, clean, cranberry-hard
cider.

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

7.0 This juicy IPA was double dry hoped with a blend of citrus forward hops along with

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

7.0 Wyndridge Farm Brewing brings you Barn Dog, a farm-crafted chocolate vanilla

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

6.7 A new winter release from Wyndridge Farms rotating “Hunt Series”. This cider pours

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

5.6 A drinkable and juicy ale bursting with hop aroma. Citra and mandarina hops provide

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

6.0 Cider fermented on lime wedges and rinds, tons of mint and cane sugar. Post

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

5.5 Scott Topel, Wyndridge’s Cider Master worked with a blend of Bartlett and Bosc

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

5.5 Dark sweet cherry juice blended at the tail end of fermentation comprised of 100%

Dallastown
PA

5.5

Cider

Wyndridge
Farm

Mojito Cider
(Hunt Series)

Wyndridge
Farm

Dallastown
PA

6.0

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

7.0 Washington’s recipe employed molasses to aid fermentation and give rich caramel

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

6.9 Luscious notes of coffee and chocolate accent the smooth, creamy mouth feel.

Philadelphia
PA

4.2 Brawler is malt forward and delicately hopped for a knockout flavor. Its smooth

Mild Ale

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
Pale Ale

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

4.6

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

5.5 This is a rich, slightly sweet stout. Luscious notes of coffee and chocolate accent the

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

5.7 This light-bodied IPA soars with the tropical notes of tangerine, mango and grapefruit

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

4.6 Dry-hopped with an abundance of distinctive Simcoe hops, this straw-colored pale

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

9.7 This West-Coast style double IPA always embodies the adventurous spirit of the

Pineapple
Orange IPA

real pineapple and orange puree. Oats and wheat join the hops and fruit to create a
soft and delicate mouthfeel reminiscent of a refreshing glass of juice.

IPA - American

Barn Dog
Imperial Porter

imperial porter. Crafted with Madagascar vanilla beans and Ghana cacao nibs, Barn
Dog is a rich, dark smooth, and exceptionally delicious brew.

American Porter

Farmhouse
Grapefruit
Cider

hazy and unfiltered with notes of tart apple, sweet pear and grapefruit with the
notes of grapefruit peel to finish.

Cider
(Grapefruit Cider)

Hunt Series
Unfiltered Pale
Ale

notes of mandarine orange, citrus & pine.

American Pale ale

Mojito Cider
(Hunt Series)

fermentation its aged on more fresh mint and oak chips soaked in white rum.

Cider

Wyndridge
Pear Cider

pears giving this cider a softer acidity, yet full pear flavor. The result was a nice
sessionable cider with a pronounced pear character.

Cider

Black Cherry
Cider
Cider

Crafty Cider

PA pressed apples, with a rich flavor of the cherries. A natural orchard's compliment
to the apple, our black cherry cider is a full bodied fruit cider with sweet and tart in
balance.
From the wind-swept hills of Pennsylvania comes a true farm-crafted apple cider.
Wyndridge Farm Crafty Cider is a crafted in a traditional Champagne style- leaving
out erroneous amounts of extra sweeteners that other ciders add. The result is a
fresh, clean, semi-sweet apple cider.
Cider fermented on lime wedges and rinds, tons of mint and cane sugar. Post
fermentation its aged on more fresh mint and oak chips soaked in white rum.

Cider

General
Washington’s
Tavern Porter

notes to this robust, roasty ale. The recipe reflected his admiration for Philadelphiastyle porters. Inspired by Washington’s, this Porter is dark, smooth, and complex with
a hint of dried fruit in the finish

Porter

Chocolate Love
Stout
Sweet Stout

Brawler

American Pale Ale

Love Stout
Sweet Stout

Nitro

Golden Hop
IPA
India Pale Ale

Philadelphia
Pale Ale
Pale Ale

Cape of Good
Hope
Imperial IPA

character, hints of caramel and toast, and remarkable drinkability define this ruby
colored brew as a true session ale.
Dry hopped with an abundance of distinctive Simcoe hops, this straw colored pale ale
is more drinkable than bitter, more aromatic than aggressive. Philly Pale, as it’s
better known, is crisp, hoppy, and bursting with citrus.
smooth, creamy, mouth feel. We will not apologize for any amorous affairs resulting
from the consumption of this beverage.
from Mosaic and Amarillo hops and bright floral and citrus undertones from Cascade
in the hopback.
ale is more drinkable than bitter, more aromatic than aggressive. Crisp, hoppy and
bursting with citrus.

original India Pale Ales –This year's batch bursts with notes of citrus, melon and pine
from Chinook, El Dorado, Citra, Azacca, Simcoe, Cascade and whole flower Columbus
hops

Limited Release

Poor Richard’s
Tavern Spruce

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

5

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

5.5

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

8.0 This complex golden ale pays homage to Founding Father and fellow brewer, Thomas

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

7.0 Standing firmly on the east coast end of American IPAs, This IPA emphasizes balance.

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

5.5 Brewed with over 3,000 pounds of fresh raspberries and both sour and sweet

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

Yuengling
Brewery

Pottsville
PA

Spiced ale

Love Stout
Stout
Nitro

Thomas
Jefferson’s
Tavern Ale

Bronze Medal Winner in the Indigenous Ales category at the 2013 Great American
Beer Festival. Based on Franklin’s original recipe, which called for barley, molasses,
and essence of spruce, This Tavern Spruce is as approachable and engaging as was
the man himself.
Luscious notes of coffee and chocolate accent the smooth, creamy mouth feel. We
will not apologize for any amorous affairs resulting from the consumption of this
beverage.
Jefferson. Yards Brewmaster, Tom Kehoe, worked to recreate his recipe, employing
honey, rye, and wheat, just like the beer Jefferson made at Monticello.

American Strong ale

Yards India
Pale Ale

An insistent malt character from traditional floor-malted English barley harmonizes
with a generous amount of Chinook and Amarillo hops. Fruity and aromatic.

India Pale Ale

Pynk
Fruit Beer
(Raspberries)

Yards Russian
Imperial Stout
Imperial Stout

Yuengling
Lager
Amber
Lager/Vienna

10.0

cherries. The addition of fruit prior to fermentation makes this crisp ale tart instead
of sweet. It’s pink in color of course, light-bodied, and refreshing with delicate berry
aromas.
Russian Imperial Stout is an export style stout, which English brewers created to
weather the long, ocean voyage from England to the court of Catherine II in the late
18th century. We stuff the mash tun with floor malted English barely, and load up the
kettle with classic British noble hops to create our authentic Imperial Stout.

4.4 An iconic American lager famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor,

with a roasted caramel malt for a subtle sweetness and a combination of cluster and
cascade hops.

Beyond The Commonwealth Tap (Out of State)
Beers That Have Been On Tap (Updated 4/23/18)
Bell's
Brewery, Inc.

Michigan,
United States

7.0

Blake’s Hard
Cider
Company

Armada,
Michigan

6.5

Blake’s Beard Bender is a 100% natural hard cider. It’s funny – when nothing’s
added, you taste the true characteristics of the apple. Not for the faint of heart,
Beard Bender packs a punch not expected from hard cider. Derived from a variety of
Bittersweet and Bittersharp apples. Tart, crisp and amazingly drinkable.

Blake’s Hard
Cider
Company

Armada,
Michigan

6.5

Blake’s Flannel Mouth is made with a wide array of late season table and dessert
apples. This succulent combination gives it a sweet flavor than finishes incredibly
smoothly. Made 100% with Michigan-grown apples, Flannel Mouth is sure to win
you over. Again, and again.

Armada,
Michigan

6.5

Cider
(Mango, Habanero)

Blake’s Hard
Cider
Company

We like spicing things up. That’s why we put dimmers on the lights in our Cider
House. And it’s why we created this sweet, heated blend of habanero pepper,
mango and out famous Blake’s apples, Experience a hard cider that’s really,
honestly, truly like no other. Experience El Chavo.

Tank 7
Farmhouse Ale

Boulevard
Brewing Co.

Missouri,
United States

8.5

Boulevard
Brewing Co.

Missouri,
United States

4.2

Boulevard
Brewing Co.

Missouri,
United States

Two Hearted Ale
American IPA

Blake’s Beard
Bender
Cider

Blake’s Flannel
Mouth
Cider

Blake’s El Chavo

Saison / Farmhouse Ale

Hibiscus Gose
Sour - Gose

Whiskey Barrel
Stout

Belgian Ale

Burton Baton
American Double /
Imperial IPA

Flesh & Blood
American IPA

**Beer Advocate Score 93, Rate Beer Score 98**

At Boulevard we have fermenter number seven, the black sheep of our
cellar family. Ironically, when our brewers were experimenting with
variations on a traditional Belgian-style farmhouse ale, the perfect
combination of elements came together in that very vessel. You could call it
fate, but they called it Tank 7, and so it is. Beginning with a big surge of
fruity aromatics and grapefruit-hoppy notes, the flavor of this complex,
straw-colored ale tapers off to a peppery, dry finish.
A great introductory sour beer, Hibiscus Gose receives coriander and sea
salt during boiling, then we steep dried hibiscus flowers at the end to create
a vibrant pink hue. The result is a tangy, sweet and sour ale with a
refreshing citrus character.

11.8 Over-the-top but surprisingly approachable, this twist on the classic style starts with

Stout - American
Imperial / Double

Rare Vos

**Beer Advocate Score 95, Rate Beer Score 100**

An India Pale Ale style well suited for adventurous trips to the Upper
Peninsula. American malts and enormous hop additions give this beer a
crisp finish and an incredibly floral aroma.

Brewery Cooperstown, 6.5
New York
Ommegang

several types of malted barley, rye, oats and wheat. Robust flavors of vanilla,
espresso, whiskey, chocolate and roasted grain are balanced by hints of date and
plum, with just enough hops to round it all out. Roughly one-third of the final blend
is freshly brewed beer; the rest is aged for up to a year (or more!) in both first and
second use whiskey casks
**Beer Advocate Score 90, Rate Beer Style Score 93**
Rare Vos is Flemish for "Sly Fox," and the name of one of Brussels’ great cafes. It has
a sweetly fruity malt character and yeasty spiciness. A fine dose of yeast permits the
beer to mature and mellow in the bottle.

Dogfish Head Delaware, 10
Craft Brewery United States

**Beer Advocate Score 93, Rate Beer Score 98**
Hopped with Warrior and Glacier varieties. Primary fermentation takes place in open
vessels using two yeast strains, one American and one English. For added
complexity, the beer is conditioned on barrel staves of French Oak for four months
before being dry hopped with Glacier at the rate of a half-pound per barrel. This
elixir is then blended 50/50 with 90 Minute IPA. After blending, the beer will
measure 80 IBU and 10% abv.

Dogfish Head Delaware, 7.5
Craft Brewery United States

An IPA brewed with a bounty of real citrus including lemon flesh, blood
orange juice plus orange and lemon peel. A combination of Warrior,
Centennial, and a rare experimental hop to perfectly complement the citrus
ingredients and flavor. Flesh & Blood balances the resinous hoppy
characteristics of an American IPA with the explosive, zesty fruitiness and
subtle dry tartness of citrus.

Pennsylvania
Tuxedo

Dogfish Head Delaware, 8.5
Craft Brewery United States

A spruce-infused pale ale, Pennsylvania Tuxedo pays homage to the flannel-suited
hunters and gatherers who dwell deep in the backcountry of north-central PA.
Brewed in collaboration with family-run outdoor clothing company Woolrich,
Pennsylvania Tuxedo is a sessionable concoction with a grassy citrus kick
complemented by the resinous conifer notes of fresh green spruce tips.

Dogfish Head Delaware, 7.2
Craft Brewery United States

What you have here is a serious India Pale Ale shacking up and hunkering down with
mango and apricots. At the same time! Romantic Chemistry is brewed with an
intermingling of mangos, apricots and ginger, and then dry-hopped with three
varieties of hops to deliver a tropical fruit aroma and a hop-forward finish.
It’s fruity, it’s hoppy, it’s tasty!

Pale Ale

Romantic
Chemistry
American IPA

Smashbomb
Atomic IPA
(IPA)

Founders KBS `16
(Kentucky Breakfast
Stout)

Flying
Monkeys
Craft
Brewery

Barrie,
Canada

6.0

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan 11.8

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan 11.8

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan

8.3

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan

9.5

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan

5.7

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan

4.6

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan 10.5

Founders
Brewing Co.

Michigan 11.7

Extremely limited
Release

Founders KBS `17
(Kentucky Breakfast
Stout)
Extremely limited
Release

Founders
Breakfast Stout
Imperial Stout

ReDANKulous
Imperial Red IPA

Rübæus
Fruit Beer

Green Zebra Gose
Gose
Limited Release

Founders Imperial
Stout
Imperial Stout

(2015 Vintage)
(December 2015)

Founders CBS `17
(Canadian Breakfast
Stout)

Extremely limited
Release

**Beer Advocate Score 89, Rate Beer Score 97**
Smashbomb’s 70 IBUs are pronounced. This brew is a little bitter, but bitter like a
grapefruit with three tablespoons of sugar on top. Citra Hops has a cacophony of
flavors and aromas --Citrus, passion fruit, grapefruit, lime, melon, lychee fruit,
pineapple, mango, and papaya – and dominates this beer. This citrus peel front
subsides, you actually gleen the sweet flavors of the Victory and Crystal malts. Then
dry, tropical flavor of Citra and the fruit punch bouquet is all in your face with each
sip.
**Beer Advocate Score 100, Rate Beer Score 100**

What we’ve got here is an imperial stout brewed with a massive amount of
coffee and chocolates, then cave-aged in oak bourbon barrels for an entire
year to make sure wonderful bourbon undertones come through in the
finish. Makes your taste buds squeal with delight.
**Beer Advocate Score 100, Rate Beer Score 100**

What we’ve got here is an imperial stout brewed with a massive amount of
coffee and chocolates, then cave-aged in oak bourbon barrels for an entire
year to make sure wonderful bourbon undertones come through in the
finish. Makes your taste buds squeal with delight.
**Beer Advocate Score 99, Rate Beer Score 100**

The coffee lover’s consummate beer. Brewed with an abundance of flaked
oats, bitter and imported chocolates and two types of coffee, this stout has
an intense fresh-roasted java nose topped with a frothy, cinnamon-colored
head that goes forever.
**Beer Advocate Score 92, Rate Beer Score 99**
ReDANKulous pours a pleasing burnt amber with some sweetness due to the
Caramalt and roasted barley used in the malt bill. But hops are the true headliner in
this elaborate sensory experience. The spicy, piney, tropical complexities of Chinook,
Mosaic and Simcoe hops hit you right away with their dank aroma—and they stick
around. 90 IBUs,
It’s not just ridiculous. It’s reDANKulous.
**Beer Advocate Score 87, Rate Beer Style Score 96**

Not another boring summer wheat beer or lemonade shandy—Rübæus is
Founders’ way to celebrate the season’s warmest months. Optimizing the
flavor of fresh raspberries added at multiple stages during fermentation,
this stunning berry red masterpiece is the perfect balance of sweet and tart.
Each year we brew a beer to benefit ArtPrize in Grand Rapids, MI. This year’s beer is
Green Zebra. Subtly sour and a little sweet, a refreshing take on this nearly extinct
German style. Watermelon is the highlight of this lightly-hopped treat and gives it a
hint of satisfying juiciness. The soft mouthfeel and dry finish comes courtesy of the
addition of sea salt, a traditional gose ingredient.
**Beer Advocate Score 96, Rate Beer Score 100**

A fine companion to end a meal or relax in front of the hearth with, this
robust ale will cellar well for years. Brewed with ten varieties of malted
barley this stout is extremely smooth, complex and rich in body. We
recommend serving at cellar temperature. Sit back and enjoy its richness
and complexity, you’re about to drink the ultimate winter warmer.
**Beer Advocate Score 100, Rate Beer Score 100**

CBS was born when we stumbled upon some bourbon barrels that had
previously housed maple syrup. We opted to put the same base beer as
KBS, an imperialized version of Breakfast Stout, in the maple barrels and,
after one taste, we knew we had something special. Rich maple syrup,

roasted coffee and velvety chocolate meld together in what can only be
described as a transcendental drinking experience.

Limit
2 servings

Chillwave Double
IPA
Imperial IPA

Great Lakes
Brewing

Cleveland 9.4
Ohio

**Beer Advocate Score 94, Rate Beer Score 99**
Distinctively American, the Double IPA or Imperial IPA is thought to have originated
in California. This fairly new style is a heartier, hoppier version of the traditional IPA
with a higher alcohol content, creating a very strong and flavorful drinking
experience. Chillwave is Hop-forward with a balanced blend of Mosaic and Nugget
hops.

Blackout Stout
Imperial Stout

Great Lakes
Brewing

Cleveland 9.0
Ohio

**Beer Advocate Score 93, Rate Beer Score 99**
A Russian Imperial Stout with a hearty malt body and bold hop flavor.
Named after the infamous "Blackout of 2003" that left the northeastern United
States in complete darkness, but resulted in old-fashioned neighborhood porch
parties and fun.

Nosferatu

Great Lakes
Brewing

Cleveland 8.0
Ohio

Heavy Seas
Beer

Maryland, 7.25
United States

**Beer Advocate Score 90, Rate Beer Score 96**
Burnished gold with a rich citrus hop aroma, it is wonderfully drinkable with a big
hop flavor. We’ve knicknamed it Hop3 (hop cubed) ale to reflect the enormous
amount of hops in this beer: over 3 pounds per barrel! It is hopped 3 ways: in the
kettle, in the hop back, and dry hopped.

Heavy Seas
Beer

Maryland, 10.0
United States

Iron
Flamingo
Brewery

New York, 6.1
United
States

**Beer Advocate Score 90, Rate Beer Score 96**
The Greater Pumpkin pours a rich deep and burnished orange color. Heady aromas
of bourbon, cinnamon, ginger, allspice and clove linger seductively over the thick
white head of this tremendous brew. Its love at first sip as the full malt body,
dominated by British crystal malt, brown sugar and pumpkin, slowly washes over
your tongue. Bourbon barrel aging rounds out the flavors with notes of oak, vanilla,
and bourbon.
This Stout is brewed with sweet potatoes and lactose (milk sugar). The sweet
potatoes provide the background to an impressive taste which is enhanced by
flavors of roasted chocolate, coffee, and caramel.

Iron Flamingo-Red
Ale
American Amber /
Red Ale

Iron
Flamingo
Brewery

New York, 4.6 Iron Flamingo’s Red Ale is probably the perfect introduction to the world of craft
brewed ales. It has a full flavor, yet is not overly hopped. It has a moderate original
United
gravity and shows the mellow side of ales.
States

Ithaca Raspberry
Soiree
Berliner Weisse

Ithaca Beer
Company

This fresh sour showcases the naturally flavor-packed raspberry with a
Ithaca, -4.2unique
and refreshing beer that strikes a perfect balance between tart and
New York

Flower Power IPA
India Pale Ale

Ithaca Beer
Company

Ithaca,
New York

The Waldos'
Special Ale

Lagunitas
Brewing
Company

Imperial Red Ale

Loose Cannon
Hop3
American IPA

Great’ER Pumpkin
Pumpkin Ale

Sweet Potato
Stout
Milk / Sweet Stout

American Double /
Imperial IPA

**Beer Advocate Score 93, Rate Beer Score 98**

Often referred to as Burning River Pale Ale’s big brother, this stock ale is
remarkably balanced for such a highly hopped beer.

sweet. Enjoy the beautiful pink hue, and balanced profile of our new
Berliner Style Weisse Ale

7.5

**Beer Advocate Score 93, Rate Beer Score 96**

Elegantly traditional and rich in its’ hop character, this India Pale Ale is
thirst-quenching and soul-satisfying. Each sip delivers a bounty of herbal
and floral hop character, balanced by the fruity signature of their house
yeast.

**Beer Advocate Score 96, Rate Beer Score 99**
California, 11.9
In
1971,
the
Waldos
met one afteroon at 4:20 in the front courtyard of their school
United
near the statue of Louis Pasteur. They set out in a ’66 Impala armed with a "treasure
States
map" on a journey to find a secret garden near Point Reyes. They met there at the
same time every day and continued their quest. They never found the secret garden.
But they keep lookin’. The dankest and hoppiest beer ever brewed at Lagunitas was
made with help of the Waldos for all treasure hunters.

Dragon's Milk
American Double /
Imperial Stout

New Holland
Michigan, 11
Brewing Co. United States

**Beer Advocate Score 89, Rate Beer Score 98**

A barrel aged Imperial Stout with roasty malt character intermingled with
deep vanilla tones, all dancing in an oak bath.

Rogue Ales

Newport,
Oregon

6.0

Paradise Pucker is inspired by the classic Hawaiian juice, infused with
passion fruit, orange peels, and guava to create a delightful and refreshing
sour ale.

Southern Tier
Brewing
Company

Lakewood,
New York

8.6

Lakewood,
New York

8.0

Winter Warmer

Southern Tier
Brewing
Company

**Beer Advocate Score 90, Rate Beer Score 97**
Pumking is an ode to Púca, a creature of Celtic folklore, who is both feared and
respected by those who believe in it. Pour Pumking into a goblet and allow it’s
alluring spirit to overflow. As spicy aromas present themselves. As the first drops
touch your tongue a magical spell will bewitch your taste buds making it difficult to
escape the Pumking.
**Beer Advocate Score 85, Rate Beer Score 89**
Brewed in the tradition of Swedish Glogg. Ale brewed with Figs, Orange peels, and
spices. 2 varieties of hops and 4 types of malts.
“A perfectly balanced winter warmer.”

Imperial Concord
Grape Gose

Southern Tier
Brewing
Company

Lakewood,
New York

8.3 The brewery is located close to Lake Erie, arguably the most ideal Concord grape

Stone
Brewing
Company

Escondido,
California

5.7

Utah,
United
States

7.3

American IPA

Uinta
Brewing
Company.

La Fin du Monde

Unibroue

Quebec,
Canada

8.7

Unibroue

Quebec,
Canada

5.5 The second in a series of lively original recipe beers that come and go

Paradise Pucker
Sour/Wild Ale

Pumking
Spice/Herb/Vegetable

2XMAS

Sour - Ale

Ripper
American Pale Ale

Hop Nosh
Tangerine IPA

Abbey Tripel

Éphémère
Canneberge
(Cranberry)
Fruit Beer

growing region in the world. So, it made sense for us to brew a beer with the juice
of these classic grapes. The nose is defined by equal parts bright lactic acidity and
grape aroma with a hint of coriander. On the palate, the strong lacto acidity is
balanced by the natural sweetness of the Concord grapes.
**Beer Advocate Score 86, Rate Beer Score 89**
When it came to creating Ripper, we drew inspiration from the coastal surf cultures
of SoCal and Oz. Sourcing classic Cascade from the Pacific Northwest and Australian
Galaxy hops from…yes…Australia, we made a beer both lovers of frothy peaks and
hoppy green buds will be stoked about. At the same time, we stayed true to our San
Diego roots by pushing the hop boundaries of this style.
**Beer Advocate Score 96, Rate Beer Score 89**

A play on our flagship IPA, this beer features an aromatic menagerie of
tropical hops and tangerine zest. Wraps up with a crisp, bitter finish.

**Beer Advocate Score 96, Rate Beer Score 99**
La Fin du Monde was developed through 18 months of research on a unique strain
of yeast originating from Europe. It is brewed in honor of the intrepid European
explorers who believed they had reached the “end of the world” when they
discovered North America ‘the new world’. This triple-style golden ale recreates the
style of beer originally developed in the Middle Ages by trappist monks for special
occasions and as such it was the first of its kind to be brewed in North America.

before you know it. From season to season and year to year you’ll find a
different Éphémère beer.

Beer Engine- (Firkin on Hand Pump)
Beers That Have Been On Tap (Updated 4/23/18)
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Cape of Good
Hope

Rival IPA
American IPA
Limited Release
Dry-hopped w/
Bravo
Tribute Tripel
Tripel

Firkin With
Peaches Added

Jaysburg Porter
with Strawberry’s
and Chocolate

E
N
G
I
N
E
E
N
G
I
N
E

Chocolate Love
Stout

E
N
G
I
N
E

Philadelphia
PA

9.7 This West-Coast style double IPA always embodies the adventurous spirit of

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

6.2 Contrary to its name, Rival’s ingredients work in perfect harmony for a

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

6.9 This Stout has luscious notes of coffee and chocolate accent the smooth,

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

6.0 This light-bodied IPA soars with the tropical notes of tangerine, mango and

Yards
Brewing Co.

Philadelphia
PA

6.2 With a base of pale crystal and rye malts, and Bravo and Nugget bittering hops, then

Riepstine’s
Pub

Williamsport
PA

8.0 A double IPA with moderate bitterness and AGGRESSIVE hop flavor and

Imperial IPA
Limited Release
Dry-hopped w/Citra

E
N
G
I
N
E

E
N
G
I
N
E

Yards
Brewing Co.

Neshaminy
Creek
Brewing Co.

Riepstine’s
Pub

Cask conditioned in
firkin
Porter

the original India Pale Ales –This year's batch bursts with notes of citrus,
melon and pine from Chinook, El Dorado, Citra, Azacca, Simcoe, Cascade
and whole flower Columbus hops.

bold, balanced IPA. The recipe starts with a base of pale crystal and rye
malts, and Bravo and Nugget bittering hops. Then whole flower Chinook
hops go into the hopback, extracting that signature pine character. Finally,
Rival is dry hopped with Centennial, Citra, Simcoe and Columbus hops,
giving this amber-colored IPA a complex citrus profile.
Croydon 9.3 “This is the greatest and best song (beer) in the world… Tribute.” This is our
PA
“Tribute”. Brewed with a whole lot of Pilsen malt, Hallertau and Saaz hops,
as well a pinch of coriander and bitter orange peel, Tribute has a soft malt
backbone that’s paired with a fruity, citrusy flavor, and spicy, yet not over
done phenolic character imparted from our use of an authentic Belgian
yeast strain. At 9.3% ABV the alcohol is well hidden and very deceptive, and
the dry finish will leave you eager for more."
Williamsport 6.0 A robust brown Porter made with dark roasted malts and Cascade hops.
PA
Hints of chocolate and subtle coffee flavors. Medium/Light bodied.
Addition of strawberries and chocolate in firkin brings a sweet fruit nose
and subtle hints of chocolate in the body and a light yet sweet strawberry
finish.

Sweet Stout

creamy mouth feel. We will not apologize for any amorous affairs resulting
from the consumption of this beverage.

(chocolate & coffee added)

Golden Hop IPA
American IPA
Limited Release
Dry-hopped
with Amarillo

Rival IPA
American IPA
Limited Release
Dry-hopped w/ Bravo

Alpha Deuce IPA
Imperial IPA
Limited Release
Dry-hopped w/
falconer's flight hops

grapefruit from Mosaic and Amarillo hops and bright floral and citrus
undertones from Cascade in the hopback.

whole flower Chinook hops go into the hopback, extracting that signature pine
character. Finally, Rival is dry hopped with Centennial, Citra, Simcoe and Columbus
hops, giving this amber-colored IPA a complex citrus profile.

aroma. Balanced by a solid malt backbone.
This beer was triple hopped, in the kettle, in the fermenter, and in the cask.

